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Plana for SJS-COP rooters’
train, street parade, and rally
have been cancelled, announced
James Craig. faculty adviser,
yesterday afternoon, who said
that only 105 of the 400 students necessary to schedule a
train signed up.
Busses have been scheduled to
replace the train trip and will
leave tomorrow from the Student Union at 5 p.m. Busses
will return at I u.m. Sunday.
Tickets must be purchased In
advance at the Graduate Manager’s office from 9 to 5.
Train ticket money will be refunded at the Graduate Manager’s office. Those who plan to

take tk rhos trip must exchange
their train tickets today.

COP Presents
Musical Rally
Exchange rallies, of the student talent type, were the feature

photo by Gmelin

’Loud and Spirited’ Group
Has Prize Winning Section

of the day yesterday at College of
Pacific and San Jose State college.
The SJS Rally committee performed at the COP auditorium
By JACK RUSSELL
the "most entertaining rooting
yesterday morning it 11 o’clock.
and MARION SUMMERS
section."
The .CoP rally was held in the
The "Injuns" and the "Jailbirds"
A riotous display of college hiMorris Dailey auditorium last eve- had their evening last night before jinks preceded the leather-lashing
ning at 7:15 o’clock.
a jam-packed crowd at the final of Coach Portal’s future varsity
The rally at San Jose State fea- round of the 14th Annual novice material.
A squalling infant
tured mostly traillical- numbers Boxing Tourney. Chi Pi Sigma (freshman class) representing Pi
with a few impersonations by the fraternity, dressed as convicts, won .Kainas Alpha, was discovered lyErn-Cee. Hit of the show was first prize for a "loud and .spir- ing in the tniddle of the ring. A
Robert Wolfe. COP music student. itedsooting sect ion,"
our* diaper ’change was perform’ iVelfe’a first- humber -wee. a
Theta Chi and Kappa Alpha led before the eyes( the multipiano ntuabelvwitit, a-rull’ITheta.’n Indians, as pictured ’above; tude.by six white clad Gainma Phi
g1011ogratkin of millft XYPO "ill received a gold plaque also for .eta Coeds.
bodied in it. Ills second number
ad Pi Sigma’s "Clem& Counwas
the Things You Are."
ty" style chain gang wound
Impersonations by the Em-Cee
their mournful way around the
included one on an imagined bout
ring to the clanking of chains.
between Coach Dee Portal and EzSafely ensconsed behind their
zard Charles, world’s heavyweight

ays o cce
Orchestra Bids

iron bars they rioted at several
boxing champion.
The rally presented at COP by
Bids from dance bands are being
the SJS Rally committee, under considered for Wintermist, student
the direction of John Piotti and body dance Dec. 9. according to
Ed Dickinson. was a mixture of
Miss Alice Hays, chairman of the
student talent and comedy.
The "Travelaires" were again Social Affairs committee.
the hit of the show and were,
The committee %%ill choose the
A half-hour talk by Dr. Raycalled for two encores.
final bid at their meeting Nov. 20. mond Mosher highlighted yesterLaura and Barbara, grade school
lap dancers, won applause with "We are looking for a band of day’s meeting of the American
their acrobatic and baidn twirl- about 12 pieces, and the dance is
ing acts.
One blonde and one to be held in the Civic Auditorium
brunette, they are both under between 9 p.m. and 1 a.m.," Miss
four feet tall.
Hays specifies.
The rally at COP was performed
Bids may be placed in the Social
to a crowd of about 500. The
Morris Dailey auditorium was Affairs box in the Coop, or mailed
filled to capacity for the COP aide to Miss Hays at 124 S. 11th street.
of the exchange.

Mosher Speaks
T
o Profs Here

Novice Winners
Will Be on Radio

Freshman Council
Decides No Rally’

Winners of San Jase State’s
Novice Boxing tournament will he
interviewed over Bob Custer’s
"Campus Caravan", Radio KLOK,
from 1.? a.m. to 12 noon tomorrow.
Custer’s weekly salute to San
Jose State college happenings also
features favorite records and campus news.

The freshman temporary council today cancelled the nominating
rally originally set for tonight at
a time that was to be announced
today. Members of the class failed

New officers of- the Califoi ilia
State Employees’ association have
been elected, according to a nwmorandum issued .to members yesterday.
The San Jose chapter, No. 32,
chose for president, Mr. Arthur C.
commerce professor. Other
Incoming officers are: ’Mr. Theodore Balgooyen, speech instructor,
vice president; Miss Doris Robinson, director of placement, secretary-treasurer.
Members of the executive council are: Byron Bollinger, supervisor of buildings and grounds;

tomahawks and tom-toms. A full*Lie POW pipe with live smoke
Ruffed away during -the matches.
.The ATO-DG ,grotip coptiqued
with their monkey business land a
near casualty occurred when a
(Continued on Page 2)

The Weather
That wet stuff won’t be as
steady as yesterday; what you
might call occasional rain; and if
you don’t call it that, we will.
Sierra snow makes chains cornpulsory over U.S. 40 and 5(1 into
If you’re thinking cif
Nevada.
swooshbooming. Tiberline Lodge
feet of
on Mt. Hood reports
the stuff piled up around the joint.
If you’re thinking of small crafting, stop it unless you want to
swim back. It’s rough out there.
All In all, thts-ls peachy weather
for marbles on the family hearth.
sleeping, relearning how to make
glog, sleeping,- knitting argyle
socks (size 12), sleeping, and if
you can’t find anything else to do.
sleeping. Pleasant dreams.

There will be no after-game
dance or open -house for the COP
game in Stockton Saturday night,
because of lack of space to handle a large crowd, Jeanne Gist,
social chairman for COP, informed
the Spartan Daily yesterday.

rally.

Tes, proressor of economics; Dr. George A. McCallum,
professor of biology; Mr. E. W.
Mtunby, professor of physical education; Dr. Richard Kilby, professor Of psychology, and Vic Jansen, chief engineer.
Mr. Kelley, Bollinger and Dr.
George 13runtz, professor of history
and political science, are the delegates to the council.
Despite a decrease in employees
at SJS, local membership of the
state-wide organization increased
to 325; 40 more than any previous year.

The "Golden Gobs" of Delta Upsilon swabbed down the ring fore
and aft to the tune of the "Sailor’s Hornpipe." An Indian war
raid .was staged by Theta Chi and
Kappa Alpha Theta complete with

No I)ance Planned
For Pacific Game

to get clearance necessary for the
Student Lounge affair that also
was to have been a frosh team

Mr. Kelley Becomes President
Of San Jose Chapter of CSEA

crucial points, hanging tin plates
on the floor, a la "Alcatraz."

DR. RAYMOND MOSHER
Association of University Professors here in Room Al at 12:30
p.m.
According to Dr. Harrison
Heath, chairman of the AAUP,
the topic.of Dr. Mosher’s talk was
"The Improvement Program in
Teaching Methods at San Jose
State college."
In his talk, Dr. Mosher recounted
19 years of "classroom visiting"
as a one-man committee for improved teaching methods here.
Dr. Mosher emphasized that no
reports are made to any administrative officers as a reit.dt of the
observations and consultations
"made in a spirit of friendly cooperation."

Smashing all records for San
Jose State college, 475 Spartan
students yesterday pledged to donate blood in the current "Blood
for Korea" drive.
With little tantare 40 st udents
from college speech classes contacted 10:30 o’clock classes and
passed out pledge cards.
"The
result was exceptionally heartwarming," declared Drive Chairman
"Tiny"
liartranft.
"Our
quota was 375 pledges. In one
hour we secured 475."
Next week department heads
will be asked to make concentrated appeals within their departments. Several sorority and
fraternity; results have not as yet
been added to the total.
Last year 70 State students
and faculty members gave their
blood. The "Mobile Blood Bank"
will be on campus Dec. 6 to be
available for donations.
Todily’s Drive Rained Out
Girls
who
have
answered
Wednesdays call for solicitors to
help with the Red Cross "B" Day
compaign in downtown San Joie
are to be informed that today’s
drive has been postponed until
Wednesday of next week in hopes
of better weather.
Miss Barbara Fletcher. who
made the original appeal for the
Red Cross, wishes to thank the
many who have responded to the
call and asks them to follow Or
same
schedule
of
hours
qn
Wednesday if possible.
Girls who were unable to sign
up .in time will have this addi-

tional opportunity to do so, and
thus help to make a success .of
this "Bring a Boy Back" campaign. says Miss Fletctuir.

.UP #OUNPUR

Youth Confesses
San Jose Slaying
EMF:RYVILLE, Calif., Nov. 16.
A 21 -year-old youth was arrested
here today and confessed he shot
and killed a San Jose policeman
during a burglary early yesterday
morning.
Police identified him as Clifford
Denham. out on parole from a
burglary sentence.
He was arrested in an Emeryville card club, where he w a s
spotted using money which had a
bullet hole in it.
When police
Stripped and searched him at police headquarters and found two
minor bullet wounds on the upper
part of his body. Denham -confessed he shot and killed Patrolman
John Covalesk. 34.

BOMBERS ESCORTED
WASHINGTON, Nov. 16.- Four
Russian-made jet fighters intercepted and flew "escort" on 30
American B-29 bombers in North
Korea without firing a shot, an
air force spokesman reported today.
The incident occurred yesterday
as the U. S. aircraft were winging their way toward a target area
on the Yalu River which separates
Korea from Manchuria.

Spartan Daily Sports Staff
Gives Game Score Predictions
Cam-

Stanford - Army
USG - Wasidurton
Santa Clara-St. Mary’s
Wash. St.-Oregon St.
Illinois-Ohio St.
Minnesota - Purdue
Penn. - Wisconsin
USF - California
8.15 - COP
Ihado-Boston U.

Alves
Army

Brown Rodrigues bionics
Army
Army
Army

Wash.
Wash.
USC
S.C.
Gaels
S.C.
Wash. St. Wash. St. Wash. St
Illinois
Illinois Ohio St.
Mina.
Purdue
Minn.
Wis.
Wis.
Wis.
Cal.
Cat
Cal.
SJS
Tie
COP
Boston
Boston
Boston

Wank,
Gaels
Ore. St.
Ohio St.
Purdue
Wis.
Cal,
COP
Boston

Records to date: Alves, Brown, and Counbtanica (44-24.657), and
Rodrigues (411-15---1411). Marquis finished with (46-24.887).
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Russo Plays Tennis with the Student Council
Wickedly wie!ding the racquet of free speech, Dick Russo, a
tennis player of note, Tuesday uncompromisingly blasted:
IA Spartan Daily editorial which criticized the handling of the
recent Homecoming celebration.
2Critics of the festival, in general and in toto.
Russo indirectly -told off" ASB President Dave Down, and
critics of the celebration, in general and in toto.
Russo, who always has been active in student activities, exercised
Hs constitutional prerogative of free expression before San Jose
State college’s Student Council.
Regardless of the rights and wrongs ’a the issue, the Homecoming chairman took this opportunity to answer Homecoming critics
and he is to be respected for his stand.
Russo’s tirade, however, did not solve the problems. Tennis
players smash a rubber ball back and forth, and eventually one man
is victor and the other is vanquished. Student leaders and the student
newspaper can cast and return invectives and "pass the buck", but
no constructive results will be reaped.
In assuming chairmanship of the Homecoming festival, Russo
placed himself in a public position, open to both praise and censure.
Pro Net Star Bobby Riggs realizes that he is appealing to the public
for his present standing, and accepts plaudits and boos with an open
frame of mind. The irate boos and gestures of fans, however, will
not make Riggs a better player: unless the criticism is consfrafive
and directed toward worthwhile ends.
The 1950 Homecoming, and Armistice Day, have passed and a
new Homecoming committee has been appointed to study next year’s
activities. Russo’ said his committee has built a foundation, however
weak, for future celebrations. Now we can build on it.

ktomic War Etiquette

Heat. and -Blast Major Dangers
In A -Bomb Attack, Says Booklet.
4.1 I

(Ed. Note: This is the first in
a series:of-articles dealing with
your .chances of sunivai in the
event ot trn Atomic bomb attack information is taken from
the-inew government pamphlet
"Susaisal. Under Atomic Attack"): -

Because emplo .ers and other
persons, who wi
become progressively more im
ant in our
lives, are likely to be impressed
by the fact that an individual’s
name is included in Who’s Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges; and because some of the most deserving
students’ names and biographies
always are excluded: and because
the names and biographies of many
undeserving students usually are
included, it seems fitting that the
citizens of Sparta know the
what’s what about Who’s Who.
This is how it works:
The publication is a commercial undertaking designed to
make a profit. It boasts 600
member colleges or universities.
It, for each member, sets a
quota of names which it will include in its publication.
When it submits this quota to
each member, it states that the
member may not exceed the quota
by more than two names. The
gullible (none at SJS, of course)
individuals on the member committee want to have the names
and biographies of as many. of
their friends as possible in such an
outwardly impressive volume, so
it is normal for them to exceed
the quota by two.
There is no fee collected from
the member institutions or from
the persons whose names and biographies are included. Then how
does this company rnahe a profit?
Each member who submits a
list is required to include the
addressee of the persons whom
Its ConunIttee has selected.
Naturally, literature from the
publishing company is mailed to
these persons, inducing them to
buy a copy.
The company graciously offers
to SELL these persons a key
(vaguely like the Phi Beta Kappa
key) for purposes of displaying the
accomplishment of being included
in this impteSsive volume. The
company does not mention the advertising value of these keys.
But that isn’t all.
After the company has its
final list of names, it gets in
touch with the selected persons
and asks them to prepare their
OWN biographies. These are the
same biographies that employers will read and comment upon.
I suggest that San Jose State
college withdraw from membership in such an undertaking.
Jack Gallagher, ASB 2349

percent, means that its range of
damage would be only four and
one-half times as far. Furthermore, casualty figures are based
on the assumption that there will
be no advance warning on the
dropping of the bomb. 1
Blast and treat
Biggest
death -dealers in an
IV JACK lit [ME
atomic attack are blast and heat. Dear Thrust and Parry:
On Wednesday of this week apsurOthere in the back of our The best thing to do in case of
mindsla-whether we admit it or blast is to assume an undignified - peared an article in the SPARnot
- is the expectation of a but -safe position on your stomach. TAN DAILY whose headline I
large ball of red-flame hanging Lying flat, you have less chance jnust brand as misleading and inoer ihe city of San Francisco.
of being tossed around or being accurate. If the meaning conveyed
Unfortunately, expectation of an struck by missiles. If inside a by this headline were innocuous I
A-brenb attack is not the same as building the best place to do your could keep quiet gracefully, but I
prepartness for attack -- person- nose-dive is in the gellarnext to feel that it can exert and probably
al preparedness.
a wall, and preferably sheltered will exert a baneful influence upon
To .citimet this state of un- from windows (which can be one important phase of real edupriparedness is the job of a counted on to spit broken glass at cation if not corrected.
The headline ’read: State Stops
governnient pamphlet called you.) If you’re in the habit of
"Sotaival Under Atomic At- living under tables and chairs, Languages in All Colleges! The
taelti7 The booklet has many don’t break the habit they make truth is that the State has NOT
stopped languages in any college
isissraeot4ons that Americans a good place to hide.
ahnithr-- ’remember in dealing
If ’caught outside, drop along- any mote than it has stopped
with the most concentrated form side the base of a solid building or chemistry or history or music or
of death devised by man.
jump into a nearby ditch or gut- philosophy or mathematics or
According to the booklet, the ter. DON’T try to find slkeiter in dozens of other valuable subjects
most imporiant factor in deter- the lee of flimsy wood strUctures which go to make up the curricumining your life or death in an or barracks buildings- -thex’ll
ll lum of’ an institution of higher
.
learning.
atomic blast is your closeness to over on top of you.
the exp.losion, At Nagasaki, almost
Heat and Flash
.
No state college in California,
So much forblast. The A,-bomb’s with possibly one exception, has
70 percent -of the people a mile
ironi.the’homb lived to tell about next card is heat and flash.: !flash ever to my knowledge required
a certain number of courses In
it. In Hiroshima, slightly over burns from the A-bomb’s light and
half The people a mile from the heat caused about 30 per cep.1 of modern language for the Bachthe injuries at Jiirostima.-ind elor’s degree. (I’m not bragging
blast are still alive.
Nagasaki. Near the center of the about this attitude.)
Escape Odds
If, on the other hand, you are explosion. burns:are often’ Fatal.
The State, no, not the State,
directly under the bomb you Persons may- be seriously burned certain officials who temporarily
might as well take your nickel more than A mile away, while the have some authority, have decreed
that tootlern languages -shall no
out of the slot, you’re finis, et!. If heat can le -felt on the
longer be required for majors in
you are within one-half mile of and hands at four or five miles.
Your. beet shatter from- flash any field. This does not mean -that
the explosion you have one chance
students will no banger elett to
in ten of escaping. From a mile burns Is a wal1,--or
out you have a 50-50 chance, anything that will get between take courses in modern languages.
you and the flasW:
Perhaps MO per cent of. our
which is pretty good nowadays.
Any material, no matter- how hundreds of students now enThough the odds are that you
might be injured rather than light, will give some pt’ott’ctiorr rolled in Spanish, French and
killed, still you may expect that from flash burns. Therefore, in German courses have chosen the
you have as much chance of re- time of war the booklet -advises language simply as an elective,
covery as from an ordinary type those out in the open to wear because they have realized the
of accident. As for talk of a loose-fitting, full length, light value qf the knowledge of some
foreign language in this shrunksuper-dooper bomb--- the report clothes "Never go around with
emphasizes that an increase in the your sleeves rolled up. Always en planet of ours.
In this act of choosing. they
bomb’s power by -- let’s say, 100 wear a hat".

Rally Backing

Glee Club Request

Dear Thrust and Parry:
This letter is not only in deferiSri)f Dick Russo and the Rally
committee who have been consifitently criticized for their efforts
to organize rallies on this campus,
but to appeal to the student body
for more cooperaion apd backing.
The only thing the student
body as a whole has done in the
past in regard to school activities has been nothing but giving criticism, and in many instances, criticism based on the
wrong facts, by deliberately
twisting the facts, and .on personal grudges and gripes.
Some students on this campus
have found their true professions
even before graduating--that of
professional gripers. Instead of
griping, why don’t you students
come out to Rally and Homecoming meetings and offer CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM, and try
to put over these activities yourselves, if you think it is such a
snap. All new ideas are welcome,
and the more students participating in school activities the better.
So how about it! Let’s stop
knocking our mistakes, and concentrate all that effort into
more useful channels. Remember, it is only human to make
mistakes. It is easy for us to
sit back and criticize, but let’s
give credit where credit is due.
Dick Russo and his Homecoming
committee have put in countless
hours of preparation, and have
given us the biggest Homecoming
we have ever had at San Jose
State. Let’s congratulate them on
the job they have done.
ASB’s 2, 3806

Dear Thrust and Parry:
What good is corned beef without cabbage? A husband without
a wife? A student body without
school spirit? Or a college without
a glee club?
There are people who eat
corned beef without cabbage, true,
but what could be more irreligious
to a devoted Irishman? As for a
husband without a wife, well,
what else is there to say?

Bouts MO’ Noisy

-

But a student body without
school spirit is even more ridiculous. Every student hotly
has some school spirit, but it
seems that in the case of San
Jose State college, the degree
of spirit is about as low as it
can get. .,Just ask San ’low
students to recite the words of
their school’s songs. You’ll tliscover that a minority are able
to recite at least one, and even
then, the melody isn’t familiar
to them.
Such a situation isn’t bard tt,
understand in a college without
a glee club, which are -few, but in
which class San Jose State college belongs. A glee club could
benefit the college by familiarizing
the students with their school
songs at rallies, smokers, and
other gatherings. It could sing
songs that non-music majors enjoy; old-time songs that appeal to
the general public, It could bring
enjoyment to the students; and
happy- students are better students scholastically and morally.
Naturally, a glee club cannot be formed overnight, but it
can be considered now so that
future students may enjoy their
college life mare. and ,upon
graduation recall pleasant memories that are non-existent to
present and past SJS graduates.
It is rumored that the formation of an alumni association is
being considered. Fine. Now let’s
also consider the formation of a
glee club to entertain at alumni
gatherings and make the alumni
proud that they attended San Jose
State college.
ASB’s 3461, 4808, 613.

Dear Thrust and Parry
We are firm believers and followers of the Novice boxing
tourney and we fully realize the
necessity of having fraternity
rooting sections to add color and
spirit to the occasion. But . .
must the fraternity and sorority
rooting section make such a racket throughout the whole of every
bout that one can neither hear
himself think or the announcer would confine their yells to the
speak? .
periods between bouts.
It is our opinion that everyone
Jim Baker ASB 69(39
would enjoy the bouts a lot more,
kd Anderson ASB 42S4
espvially those people who are
not in rooting sections and the
cash customers in the reserved
section, if the organized sections

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

State Has Not Stopped Languages!
have proven themselves better
judges of real values than certain
mentally befogged individuals who
are at present paring and impailing the curricula of our colleges.
College students will continue to
elect foreign languages because
they are not blind to the necessities or this present day World.
L. C. Newby
(Ed. Note: A slap on the
wrist to a sleepy neophyte headline writer).

More on
Spirited Group
(Continued from Page 1)
performing Simian had trouble
climbing the rope.
The A Chi 0-Sigma PI Thunderbolts enlivened the proceedings with sparklers and neon batons while the lights were out.
And, if all was glittering in
Thunderbolt territory, the Rappa Alpha-Sigma Kappa Blockbusters supplied deafening claps
of noise, and brilliantly lighted
hats for a special effect.
The Delta Sig -Kappa Kappa
Gamma group appeared as Toreadors and senoritas, while the
glowing red CCF cross provided
Color and contrast.
All this and flying chickens too!
Shedding blood in Korea helps
freedom’s cause, but it’s dangerous. Shedding blood in the campus
blood drive ids helps freedom’s
cause, but it’s safe. Help the
fighting men, and yourself, the
safe way--NOW!

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Second I St. John Streets
Sunday, MOO am.Holy Communion
Prayer and Sermon
.m.Morning
11:00
4:00 p.m.Canterbury Club
Supper, Evening Prayer, Program
Rev. Howard S. 5cholten
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
Phone CYpress 3-7953

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
SO S. Fifth Street
11:00 a.m.Morning Services
’’-’The Way Out Is Up"
7:00 p.m.Christian ’College Youth
Panel Discu.ssion
"Things For Which 1 Am
Thankful"

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCI-1
Rev, Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
.. Merle Roark, Pastor’s Assistant
Second & San Antonio Streets
TIMES OF WORSHIP
Sunday, 11:00 cm., 7:30 p.m.
-9:30 cm. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wed., 7:30 p.m., Prayer Meeting
College Age Group: "Senior B. Y.
6:15 Sunday twining’s. The group
has wide awake meetings each Sunday night. Outsid speakers are
brought in from ’Irmo to time. A variety of social activities is tcheduled
throughout the school year. One Sunday month the group goes to the
Odd Fellows Home to hold services.
The group also sponsors other activities all the need arises.
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Girls’ Boarding House-- Dr. Jones to Speak
In Morris Dailey ’Two Grinning Spartan Masks
Presbyterian Hall Style On World Situation Will Be Completed by Jan. I By BARBARA DEEMY
"O.K., so the potatoes AREN’T done remember
when you
scorched the tapioca last week?" "Who did dishes last night, the
dishwasher is plugged up again"
"Does anyone want to go on a
blind date tonight?"
"Hey, Glennie, will you trade Saturday lunch
prep for a cleaning job tomorrow?"
and so it goes at Presbyterian
hall, boarding house for SJS coeds.*
Actually, Pies hall is a cooperative house, with 50 girls and a
housemother in residence. It was
started two years ago by the First
Presbyterian church in San Jose,
and the venture has proved a sucTwo teams representing San
cessful one for Presbyterian coeds
who like group living and have to Jose State college’s forensic program debated the issue, "Resolved,
pinch pennies.
That the non-Communist nations’
Located on N. Fifth street, the should form a new international
ancient structure was originally an organization," with St. Mary’s colold ladies home. That it is now a lege teams last night at
o’clock
young ladies home is obvious from In Rooms 157 and 153, accordin
its consiantly jangling phone (one to Mr. Wilbur F. Luick,
phone for all 50), the usual stream for the activity. of dates ringing the doorbell
"Actually a practice session,
i"Billeee, you have a callerrr,"
comes shrieking over the loud- debate afforded the leans the:
speaker), and the stampeding of portunity to discuss ’both ;sitleis
loafers and white buck shoes when the issue in order to prepare-theta
for the Western Speech Associathe dinner gong rings.
tion Forsensic Tournament at Pepa
The place is usually a gay sort
perdine college next week," sat
of madhouse- probably because no
Mr. Luick.
one has much leisure time. The
girls do all the cooking, cleaning,
and dishes themselves, and Mrs.
Virginia Wachob, the housemother.
capably supervises
and
plans
menus. Preparing a meal for 50
is something that takes practice,
and every evening six rosy-faced
In addition to today’s field trip
"cooks" serve dinner to the other to the P. G. & E. metering lab44, hoping the food will please the oratory, the Engineering society
rri-jority. Cooking this way gives will meet at a smoker tonight in
everyone a chance to use her own the Student Union at 7:30, accordmethods (if any) of seasoning, etc.. ing to F, T. Huang, publicity manto th:, pleasure (or horror) of the ager.
_
.
.
rest.
Highlight of the evening will be
Dinner is always culminated by
a devotions period, conducted by a talk by George Mors, engineer
the girls. This brings out a fam- for Food Machinery corporation of
ily spirit and provides a moment San Jose, who will speak on his
of quiet meditation in the routine- recent experiences as a consulting
engineer in Saudi, Arabia. Mors
ly hectic day.
v’ill illustrate his presentation
Said one of the girls as she was with colored
movies taken in the
vacuuming the balls one day. "I foreign
country.
like this place because of the
Christian atmosphere, the madcap
All members are urged by
fun we have, and the sense of re- Huang to attend tonight’s event.
sponsibility I’m learning to feel" Refreshments will be served, and
and that sums up the concensuF pictures f o r La Torre will be
of opinion at Presbyterian hall.
taken. Members are requested to
wear ties.

Forensic Groups
Consider New UN

Mors to Talk
To Engineers

Teaching Positions
Gladys McCarty
Open in SF Area
December graduates with ele- Beconieg Mother
mentary teaching credentials and
desiring placement in San Francisco should obtain their application forms at once from Miss Doris
Robinson, placement director.
Persons with backgrounds in administration or accounting and who
will be available to accept positions in these fields by the first
of the year are asked to contact
the Placement office’regarding interviews to be held Monday, Nov.
20.

Mrs. Gladys McCarty, a member of the staff of the Graduate
Manager’s office, gave birth to a
baby boy, her second, yesterday
afternoon at 1:30 o’clock in a
local hospital.
Her husband, Mr. David M. McCarty, is a PE major and former
SJS baseball star. He at present
is engaged in student teaching.
Mrs. Trudy Gross is taking Mrs.
McCarty’s place at the office until
her return.

Dr. E. Stanley Jones, internationally known author, missionary.
and Christian statesman, is schedtiled to speak in Morris Daily auditorium Tuesday afternoon, Nov.
21, at 2:30 o’clock. The topic for
Dr. Jones’ speech will be: "The
World Situation- Is There a Way
Out ?"
For many years Dr. Jones has
been a world traveler. Although
he is an American by birth, lie
regards India as his home. Ex-

DR. E. STANLEY JONES
eept for the World War II years,
he has spent the first six months
of each year in India and the remainder of the year in the United
States holding one-man preaching
missions.
D. Jones left his home in the
United States 32 years ago to become a Methodist missionary in
India.
Since that time he has
made four evangelistic campaigns
in India; eight in Malaya; four
in the Philippines; one in Kenya;
one in Australia; and several in
South America.
During his many years in India
Dr. Jones has had intimate friendships with such notable figures as
Dr. Rabindranath Tagore, the late
Indian poet; Mahatma Kandhi;
and the late Charles F. Andrews,
Gandhi’s biographer.
Dr. Jones has writieli 13 books
and innumerable articles for religious a n d secular publication.
Two hooks, "The Christ of the
Indian Road" and "Abundant Living", are considered best Sellers,
having sold over 600,000 and
An700,000 copies respectively.
other work entitled "Christ’s Alternative to Communism" has been
consistently a good seller.
The Student Y, joint YM-YWCA
organization, will sponsor Dr.
Jones’ appearance at San Jose
State college.

Why Not Football?
Ask Rec Majors

Touch - football is the latest in
women’s sports at SJS!
One of the classes for women
recreation majors is fighting it
S out on the hockey field every
morning at 8:30.
The anonymous "eye-witness"
According to recent reports the
was further aroused when he saw
firemen demonstrating the use of girls are "getting a real kick out
a resuscitator to students near the of it," in spite of the difficulty
"making
Health office. He assumed, ap- most women have in
parently, that it was there for passes."
purposes of reviving a victim of
a heart attack.
DEEEEEEEEEEElicious!
Coffee and Donuts at
The "witness" had a 50-50
chance of guessing the correct sex
of the figure beneath the blanket.
Unfortunately, tho’, his "authentic" story was further distorted
371 West San Cedes
when he chose the sex, female.
Vivid imagination, a few facts,
and somebody had a-great story
here. What it turned out to be
was a typical rumor. Our sincere
wishes, however, for the quick recovery of our fellow student whose
untimely sickness prompted all the
action.

Body!’ W
Whoosh, Sm oosh!
There Go Two Daily Reporter
’Dead

By NANCY LOUGHLIN and
JIM DOWNS
An ambulance . . . a resuscitator . . . a stricken student . . .
plus some hasty conclusions coupled with vivid imagination . . .
and quote: A GIRL JUST DIED
IN TH E ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING!
The foregoing were the chain
of events which sent these two
Spirtan Daily reporters scurrying
about the campus, plowing through
puddles, colliding with students on
their way to classes, and making
the rounds of people who should
be "in the know." Nobody knew
nuthin’.
Some anonymous student’s rampant imagination concluded the
"Dead Girl" story out of the following known facts: A student,
actually sick, lay prone on a
stretcher being lifted into an ambulance to take him to a veterans’
It
hospital yesterday morning.
was raining at the time, and in all
probability, the student’s head was
covered with a blanket to protect
him from the downpour hence,
the corpse-like effect.

DIERKS

SANDWICHES ICE CREAM
MILK
CANDY
PIE
.COMPLETE 110X LUNCHES

San Jose Box Lunch
135 E. Son Antonio, off 4th

Two grinning Spartan masks "family," the smaller two playing
will be ready for use by Jan. 1. the role of contrary imps who
according to Wendall Gates, art
instructor.
Gates, announced Thursday’ that
the mold from which the twin
masks will be made, was completed. He said the task took approximately seven hours. A rough
outline of the head was made

Gates and student seltipt ors
stood 60 feet away from the figure
to get an idea of the all-over effect. They found the features too
"serious" and steps were taken
to make the face more jovial.
"Eight or ten layers of ,papiermache, a little paint, and the
masks will be done." Gates said.
He added that the mold is "anatomically correct." and that thy
masks will be, sturdy enough to
-stand "bouncing around."
The two smaller masks are cart,
catures ,of :the jargCt: ’one mad
for. SJS by a Hein ’in Hollywriod.ThLs larger head is copyrighted
and required three Months to complete. According to Ed Mosher,
committee chairman, its cost
was $75 but would have been close.
to $500 if the Hollywood mask’-"
makers -had not furnished the labor free.
Mosher said the three Spartan
heads will be brought out as
a

A Cappello Choir
To Sing Sunday
The SJS a cappella choir, under
the direction of Mr. William J.
Erlendson, associate professor- of
music, will present two selections
at a non-denominational church
service Sunday evening, Mr. Erlendson announced yesterday.
The service, sponsored by the
San Jose Council of Churches
and the San Jose Ilinkterini
association, It-ill include a sermon by E. Stanley Jones, nationally missionary and author.
At 7:45 p.m, Sunda., In the. Civic
auditorium, the service will begin.
The two hymns to he sung by
the choir are "0 Lord the Maker
of All Things", by Mundy. and
"Lost in the Night", by Christiansen, with Gloria Surian, soprano,
as soloist, Mr. Erlendson said,

"won’t be subdued" by the scintier parent.
The masks will be used at rallies, games and other care?ris
functions.

Science Teachers
To Meet MondayA joint meeting of natural ,cience teachers from the college and
the county high schools is scheduled for Monday afternoon at 2:30
o’clock in S210 of the Science
building, according to Dr. Rte-,011
Timpany, assistant superintendent
of County schOors-.
The meet.....g, held in connection
with the County Institute sessicns,
will feature "Lecture Demonstrations for High School Science."
Coffee and donuts w ill be sec.ed
following the meeting.

Stop chapped hands with
. Playtex Miffs af
ii

MOREREADFLEMING
DRUG CO.

Prescription Pan ricacists
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Someone else’s life may he in
your veins how about sharing it
with one who needs it Give that
share to the Red Cross Blood
drive.

Morn, Dad,
or Friends
Coming?
They
will enjoy
accommodations
at the beautiful new

COLONIAL MOTEL
IlAYSHORE HIWAY. Just North of
30th & E. Santa Clara Sts.
One of San Jose’s Finest
AAA-Approved
CV 4-6075
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Donnie Nunes
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Enough tears have been shed Alpha Chi Omegas received a dozover Homecoming, so in trying to en red roses from her male adforget the past, attention will be miration club. Alice Dougherty,
focused on the Tiger-Spartan tan- Kappa Alpha Theta and Kappa Algle in Stockton tomorrow night. pha’s candidate, blushed becomingWith COP celebrating its 100th ly when taking her bows, and the
anniversary next week, Berigalians two groups got together for cider
probably will be whooping it up in and doughnuts after the singing
rare form. Omega Phi Alphas, ended.
local on-campus frat at the colTheta Mu pledges are smiling
lege, will be playing host to the bitter ones after their defeat In
men of Delta Upsilon and their a touch football game with the
dates by honoring them at a buf- actives, 7-6.
Newly elected
Len pledge
fet dinner before game.
president, Bucky Levin,
Rhoads has revealed that before claimed everything went accordnext year’s encounter on the grid- ing to plan. Actives have been
iron, DU will wine and dine the challenged to another match in
0 Phi As and plan to establish this which, as Bucky says, "the
as an annual affair.
pledges will not hold back their
DSGs will be very social again scoring runs as they did In the
KapKappa
and
tonight when they
previous game." (By the way,
pa Gamma gals turn into Senors how true are these reports that
and Senoritas for a joincparty at Theta Mu is "going national"
the fellows house on 11th street. soon?)
Capturing the atmosphere of old
Roses are blooming in the Daily
Spain, Bob Kissick confidently
office this week but they are
maintains the "greatest bands in tinged
with a scent of bitterness.
the nation" will play appropriate
Flowery words have been blosdance tunes. He also stated that
soming forth in print and verbally
"appropriate" refreshments will IN,
tut true feelings can not be disserved. What makes refreshments
guised. The sports desk although
appropriate?
still unconvinced that a woman
The importance of being well- can write anything but a society
groomed in public speaking was story, managed to stammer out a
impressed upon Kappa actives few half-hearted compliments. We
and pledges recently when Dr. sincerely appreciate Fermo CambiLawrence Mount of the speech anica’s golden words. Since the
department WaS a dinner guest society and sports departments are
at the chapter house on Eighth so close it would be impossible to
street.
Pat Dyer, publicity ignore these future Leisers so we
chairman, revealed the speech to will remain friends. But the place
be the first of several such talks where there was once deep friendto be presented to the girls this ship is now vacant, and also vacant
quarter.
is a position on the sports staff
Delta Sigma Phis I the boys with since Reoprter Tom Marquis rethe -green glow) and Kappa Alphas. turned-to -the--armed- force&
honored their respective Home- Manny could you use a cub who
coming queen candidates recently I has a typewriter, notebook, and
in serenades. Joyce Warren, joint- ! powder-puff with experience at
ly sponsored by the Delta Sigs and I writing A football story?

Gamma Phi Betas Have
Week-erni Full of Activity
Activities centering on Founders’ day and fall Homecoming made
a full weekend foustudent members and alumnae of Gamma Phi Beta
sorority last wooL
An open house and buffet supper at the chapter house, 189 S.
I Ith street, was first on the Friday evening agenda. Members, parents,

Former Spartan Dailyites Beverly Ruth Lymburner and Robe) t
Cecil Hemingway will become
and Mrs. late tomorrow. The miple will be married at an evenint;
ceremony in Westminster
terian church.
The bride elect is the dauter
of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lymburner
of Campbell. A 1950 graduate of
San Jose State college, Miss Lyrnburner was a member of the "3)’
club, honorary journalism organization. She edited the Summertimes’ society page and was copy
desk chief on the Spartan Daily.
Her husband to be is the son
of Mrs. R. W. Hemingway of.Pah,
Alto. Hemingway was also graduated in 1950. He held the positions of feature editor and phot,)
editor on the Daily staff.

Yonce Takes Job
With Philip Morris
Philip Morris Company Inc.
announced that Ray Yonce
serve as the company’s eanip,,
representative on Washin.4t,,o
Square.

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12

Pictured above (Unhappy Day) Is thls college’s beloved, ivy
Tower. hanging out a its -venerable third-story window are the
hated symbols of Tau Delta Phi fraternity’s initiation, the chair,
plank and rope. Sometime In the nest few dap; these loathsome
tools will be in use.

Gangplank, Chair, and Noose
Appear Again in SJS Tower
By JACK HUI-SE
In the dead of night, sometime
this week, a weird and feared rite
will take place.
It’ll all center around the gangplank, chair and noose, sticking
plain as the nose on your face, out
of the third story window of the
Tower.
Every year about this time, students notice the terrible apparatus
and guess at its grisly purpose and they’re right, as far as this
writer knows.
The citizens responsible for the
plank (and other tools of the
trade) are known collectively as
the Tau Delta Phi, national honorary fraternity. They say that
the plank, chair and noose are
used in the "informal" (now that’s
an understatement) initiation of
future members, or casualties.
-The following is a list of the
Gyving, Thormod IA Hanson, Hugh
L. Heller, John H. Henselman,
new Tower fraternity’s initiates:
Don S. Archer, Douglas R. Batz,
Paul W. Berry, Harry R. Boos,
James E. Browning, William R
Cunningham, Elwood F. DeVilbiss,
William J. Dodge, Robert P. Ed man, Robert J. Gerner, Donald C.
Gorin, Thurman L. Gray, Allen P.
pledge game. The final score gave
the members an 18-12 victory and
a perpetual gold trophy.

-..alums. and friends were invited.*
and Marge
Lucille Hartranft
Herndon directed the house dec- oration committee.
Also part of the Homecoming
,_
- activities was the entering of a
Mat in Wednesday night’s parade.
The local Lambda Chi Alpha
Jeanne Nieri and Marian Huttman chapter house was setting for
headed the float committee.
recent initiation ceremonies and a
The Founders’ day ceremonies banquet honoring new members.
4-4.
an76th
the
celebrating
Sunday,
Admitted to membership were
niversary of the organization were Carlos Parker, Elmer Sandy,
conducted up the peninsula in Walter Traub, Charles Bull, DonPalo Alto and Menlo Park. Local ald Rivinius, Lynn I3oomershine,
- Gamma Phi’s joined with Palo Raymond Silva and Dominic PaAlto and peninsula chapters for gano.
- the day.
For the first tirne in the local
A brunch at the Marie Antoi- chapter’s history the formal rites
was
Park
Menlo
in
hotel
nette
were presented by their own de. first among Sunday’s activities. In gree team. Artie Christopher diattendance’ at the affair were 250 rected the team. Following the
members of the Organization from initiation and dinner, a
dance was
this area. Stephanie Martin of the held at Mary Ann Gardens.
and
student Beta Theta chapter
Sunday Lincoln high school
Mesdames C. R. Stewart and field reverberated with
battle
Floyd Hobbs of the San Jose shouts, as members
’and. Pledges
the
on
served
chapter
alumnae
fought it out in the annual active’joint brunch committee.
Local members participating in
the Sunday afternoon program
were Alice Kent, president of
Beta Theta chapter; Elaine Johns,
president of San Jose alumnae;
AVAILABLE
and Beth Calvin, vice-president of
Beta Theta chapter.

Lambda Chi Alphas
Hold Rites, Feed

BANQUET ROOM
AT

DANCE BIDS
FOR EVERY
OCCASION

Whalen K. Hickey, Mark W. Hildebrand, Albert C. Howling, FuTse Huang, Spruell J. Humphry,
Ben Ichikawa, Richard Jordan,
William H. Lloyd, Arthur Lorentz,
Voyle R. McFarland, John C.
Ryan, Donald L. Schulz, William
R. Weber, Robert S. Whitall, William H. Yamada, Melvin B. Young,
Ray Huston, Harold F. Stevens,
and Harold McGill. Luck fellas.

hts’iTFP
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yourself - for welcome gins
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Bill Schmitz Weds
Georgette Ryan at
Recent Ceremony’
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Among the ranks of newly
wedded former Spartans are Mr.
and Mrs. William Schmitz (Georgette Ryan). St. Joseph’s church
was setting for the morning nuptial mass, at which the couple
spoke their vows.
The bride wore a ballerina
length gown of organdy Over taffeta when her step-father, 0. N.
Brant, escorted her to the altar.
Her illusion %Tit was shoulder
length. She carried a prayer book
marked with a white orchid a d
streamers.
" Mrs. Norman Ingraham was
14 "Garmae’s Amadto", farmer museot to the Pi
sbereme
honor attendant for her sister.
Monday morning from injuries suf%are"
She wore an identical gown of fered when he was struck bdied
an automobile In front of the chapter
yellow organdie and carried yel- house. on Nov. 3.
_
low daisies.
. Robert Schmitz was best man.’
,
Seating the guests were Norman
Ingraham and Frank Arsenault.I
The bridal party journeyed tolg
Lou’s Village for a wedding break- , Kyarmac’s
fast following the ceremony. Honeymoon destinations were Carmel
and Yosemite.
The former Miss Ryan attendBy CARL FERNANDES
ed. local schools prior to San Jose
State college. She is the daughter
Garmac’s Arnadio" led a short but happy life as mascot to the
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. N. Brant of Pi Kappa Alphas. He died at 9:30 o’clock Mcnday morning.
this city.
The cause of death was a ruptured blood vessel, which forced
The benedict’s alma matters include San Jose high school, San blood into his lungs. "Garmac" was injured when he was struck by an
Jose State college, and the Uni- automobile in front of the Pi KA house at 343 E. Reed street. He
versity of California at Berkeley. was taken to a veterinary hospi-*
.He is now employed in Sunnyvale. tal, where he stayed until he. died.I
at night now; the food bill isn’t
He was nire months old.
:as high; and no one has to feed
The vet:rinarian reported that ’ the dog or clean up his pen.
"Garmac" had a deep chest wound,
But the Pi KAs li:sed it better
and an injured shoulder nerve the other way.
the
left
which caused paralysis of
foreleg. However, the dog was (tPPeted jo_ recover and was’
heRrtImittaining the names
The Pi KAs expected "Garmac"
Mari and Bill in the middle of a
. ball of ribbon revealed the engage- home last Wednesday, but he was
ment of Mari Harris to Bill Wal- not fully recovered yet. When
ker at a recent Sigma Kappa George Patterson. Pi KA house
meeting. A February wedding is manager, called the veterinarian
tentatively in the offing for the Monday. he was told that "Garpair.
mac" became worse Sunday night
.
Miss Harris is the daughter of and had a temperature of yr and
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Harris of became unconscious. He died that
Ventura. She attended high school morning._
Mr. L. E. Garcia. San Jose, gave
and junior college in that town
before entering San Jose State "Garmac’s Amadio" to the Pi
college. The bride-elect is a jun- Kap4a Alphits this summer, "Garior working for a special second- mac" was a pure white Great Pyary credential in commerce.
renees. He was from a litter of
Her fiance is the son of Mr. and ten. There were only 40 Great
Mrs. Walker of Toledo, Ohio. Pyrenees in the, entire state.
40artuse" was a- full petitWelker is a junior police major.
Me previeitzsly _attended Santa
-,49thitePed with-the AmeriCruz high school, the. University can Kennel club. PI liAn had
of San Francisco, and Hartnett planned to enter him In a show
junior college.
soon.
"Garmac". "(jar", or "Garin",
each member called him something a little different, was only
around for a shell while, but was
known by manY. You couldn’t help
but notice him. The pup weighed
almost 90 pounds and he usually
plaptP of Barbara barred the door of the Pi KA
Moore and Riek Fulsaas were re- house and . greeted guests and
yealed recently_iit a party. in the members alike.
Tie. had an enormous appetite
Oakland home of the bride-elect’s
Parents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas but the boys put up with it gladly.
In the evenings there were usualMoore.
A basket of roses, each bearing ly two or -three Pi KAs chasing
a heart with the words, "BarbY him around the house trying to
and Rick", written on it, was get him to stand still so that they
brush him. "Garmac"
usual_
ly
passed among the guests to. her- ’could
got
his
ald the - ronumtic pews.
having "Darman" around was
iilo
is.a senior art maan Incooven-Z;cat -San-- Jose State college an expense and
of
leper
the
to
some
Pi Ka s but
ing for -a- special secondary
credential. Her campus affilia- they thought that he woo worth
tion Is Delta Phi Delta, art fra- It.
- The Pi Kappa Alt/las miss
ternity.
lier fiance is now with the an- "Garmac". ’It’s’ a little more quiet
my in Colorado. He formerly attended San Jose State college. His
loirents are Mr. and Mrs. S. Fulsass of Oakland.

PLKAs Mourn Death of Pet,
Amadie’ Whose
Lae Was Short as Prat Mascot

Heart Tells SKs
Of Walker-Harris
Nuptial Intentions_

ION OF

for

Student Reveals
Engagement News
At .Oakland Party
.-hiarrivr

Duane Sehoffner
Goes to Colorado

--Ex-Spartans Take
Nuptial Vows Here

m
a ter a
honeymoon in Mexico and Palm
Springs are the newlywed Mr.
and Mrs. Edward F. Bersano. The
bride is the former Miss Margaret
Battaglia. The couple both attended San Jose State college and
}kakis Business college.
The couple repeated nuptial
vows recently at the Holy Family
church before the Rev. Aloysius
Roccati. The bride wore a gown
of imported chantilly lace and satin. Securing her finger-tip Nmil
was a halo of lace decorated with

SPARTAN DAILY
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Duane Schoffner, president of
the first temporary freshman
council this year, has, dropped out
of San Jose State college to transa
e plans
to continue his major in speech
and radio there.
Schoffncr also ’served in the
Freshman Y club as vice-prcsident. Vl’hilc at Colorado he plans
to do part-time.radig work.
________
orange blossoms which her moth.
er wore on her wedding day.
The new Mrs. Bersano is.the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
I. Battaglia of San Jose. The ben.
edict’s parrnts are Mr. and Mrs.
Felice G. Bersano of Los Gatos.

5

cocial Chule-11/241
Ferrari-Simmons Nuptial
Vows Are Said at Davis
San’ Jose State college graduate, the former Alice Simmons is
among the recent brides of this season. She "and_ Robert H. Ferrari
repeated nuptial vows at an afternoon ceremony in St. James Cath.
olic church at Davis.
’The new Mrs. Ferrari was affiliated .with Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority while on campus. She is
teaching kindergarten at Edge-I rounded by purple statice.
mont school, San Bruno. Iler par- I Standing with the bridegroom
ents are Mr. and Mrs. John B. was David Smith. James VandaSimmons of Davis.
na, Jack Smrekar, and John SimThe benediet is a University of ; mons seated the guests. The Rev.
Santa Clara graduate. ’His parents William Tobin of Santa Clara um ’pre Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ferrari versity officiated at the double
of Willows.
ring rites.
Following the reception, which
The former Miss Simmons wore
3 traditional gown of white slip- was held in the garden of thz!
per satin styled with a cathedral bride’s parents’ home, the couple
train. Her illusion veil was se- embarked on a Tahoe honeymoon.
cured by a lace Dutch cap embossed with seed pearls. White
carnations and stephanotis surKappa Sigma Kappa fraternity
rounded a white orchid to form
acquired its officers for this year
.
the shower bouquet.
Honor attendant was Miss Shir- at a recent electiont
ley Johnson, a Kappa sorority, Chosen were Jack Scheberies,
sister of the bride. Mesdames Jack president; Charles Gardner; viceAgler, Francis Vaira. and Robert, president; Chris Arce, secretaty:
Warburton- were .bridesmaids! Chuck Murray, treasurer,- and
They. were identically- gowned in I Hank Ayala, Earl Martin: and
chiffon which shaded from lilac I Bob Solomon, j.:etige Masters.
to princess purple, and carried , Plans for pledging and future so-’
colonial bouquets of roses sur-I cial affairs were also made.

KSK has Election

movable parts . . .
Matched ensemble that moves
quickly from one outfit to another.
Strutter cloth checked skirt and
weskit mated with a wool jersey
blouse . . . checked trim.
Camera-conscious is Donnie Nunes
SKIRT $5.98
BLOUSE $5.98
WESKIT
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$4.98
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A0CHI0 CHAGONJ1AN. 7 Ye." old. "Sil’
160 pounds, from San
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YOUR Campus Jeweler

SAN JOSE’S

23 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

Prime i6
(Delicious Prime Rib Served from the Cart)

J I M
WHEELEHAN
senior
This 24-yarId
stands 6:3 and wei9hs
226: has been showing
considerable improvement and gts his first
starting assignment of
the season
Is partial
to No. 73.
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1330 THE ALAMEDA

BOB OSOORNE. 70
years old, S, 169
pounds, and a Soph
from Yorba Lind.
Good heavy duty runner and yard-dainer.

Kennedy Business Machines

COMPLETE

Wheel Balancing
Brake Relining
Auto Electrician

A
CLAREWLE ORR.
ig-year old Yfoot, 112Pouldar from Sacra..nento. A Soph and a
eery ggressirre end.
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Call CY 4-6414, Ext. 211

5th & SANTA CLARA

RUSHING

YEAM
Net
674
268
244
208
174

YL
13
15
23
13
I

1193

236

CY 3-1383

At Low Rates

Oliver’s Shell Service

2174

weited encl.

cpaptan Atilt

GUARANTEED
SQUEEKFREE LUBRICATION

3
0
0
4
9
65
0
60
28

STAN WACHOLZ. 6:3,
ISO-pound, 111 -year -old
Sept. from San Jose
w hoa has been seeing
lot of action in defiiisays backfield. Cop-

That’s what your
Advertising in the

Labor 3.95

421

Fresh Vegetables, Fancy Meats,
Ice Cream, Frozen Foods,
Magazines, Drugs

RESULTS! RESULTS!

MOTOR TUNE-UP

TOTALS

Tas-T-Food-Market
351 E. WILLIAM ST.

CY 2-7503

100
91
63
33
37
74
5
12
3

FRIDAY

and
Next Time Buy
Your Groceries at

3 MONTHS $10.00

YG
687
281
267
221
Ile

KSJO

CAGE THOSE TIGERS,

Now you can rent new model
Portable or Standard Typewriters

TC8
97
Harry Beck. f
Gibby Mndonsa, rh 58
66
Buddy Trains, lb
Archie Chagonjian. lb 42
----3t
llob Mb-8111c
I7
Frank Morris, f
15
Orland DiCiccio, rh
13
Bob Sykes f
10
Al C.ernntiria, lb
9
Bill Walker, lb
11
Stan Wachola, lb
33
Gene Menges. q
I
Wayne Buck, rh
Dean Sensenbaugh, q II
7
Max Houlihan, q

Grid Picks by Jules
7:15

STUDENT SPECIAL

96 E. San Fernando

WIN YOUR FOOTBALL TICKETS

ELGIN MARTIN. 6:2.
195 pounds,
Senior
from San Jose and
two -I ttr
man. A
rough -tough man on
and good
d 1 n s
block Cr.

(

An.

I 16

61

97
91
63
29
28

6.5
7.0
6.3
3.2
2.5
0.2
5.0

9
5
-48
-25

1938

48

STATISTICS
San Jose

70
48
3.9
5.0
3.8

BUDDY TRAINA. Do
spite hit slight
ISO
pound. on 5.7 Nam.
this 20-year old Junior
terrlfic verg
has
per crry. Fast and
shifty.

This
BILLY WILSON
23 -year -old, 6.3,
155
pound flanker is one
of th -outstanding
nds on the Coast A
fin* pass-snsiggier and
rally
rough on th
defense Welch for
No. 75 tonight!

117
First downs
421
Rushing plays
1938
Yards rushing
242.3
Average per game
Yards perszing
929
1 1 6. 1
Average pker game
Yards passing & rushing 2867
Average per game
358.4
114
Passes attempted
10
Passes had intercepted
5
Scoring passes
Punting average
38.1
33
Penalties
310
Yards lost, penalties
30
Fumbles
17
Fumbles lost
Points srored
162

Opponents

III
435
1581
197.6
659
82.4
2240
280
129
18
6
36.0
53
391
34
15
104

MAX HOULIHAN. 22
yearn old, 5:5 and 142
pounds,
Junior from
Ventura. Though small.
is
good passer and
ball -handler.

21
22
23
24
25
16
17
28
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
34)
41
44
47
48
49
50
51
33
54
59
60
61

NAME
Ruddy Traina
611 Mendonsa
A milk. Cha gonitan
MAN Houlihan
Bob Osborne
Bean Sen-cnbaugh
Orland DiCiccio
Al Cementina
Gene Menges.
Wayne Buck
Doyle Burnell.
Malley Oberg
Jim Gillespie
Francis Klewer
Jim Moulton
(’hark-s Fitz&rtd
S’tan Wacholz
Harry Bcch Vern Vallercamp
Bob Amaral
Clarence Orr
stu Compton
Steve

’TOS.

11
’H

11

E

Ha rovr

George
Jerry Perieh
.liee Moulton
Merlyn Vs iseman
Tout Ciitte.
Dick Rondo lie
63 Bob Sykes.
f14 Bob Hitchcock
65 Fred Yost
66 Hill Walker.67 Bruce lialladay
68 Bill Gallagher ’’
69 Carl DeSalio
70 Keith Carpenter
71
Ed Miller
’72 Dick O’Brien
73 Jim Wheelehan
74 John Lanka.%
73 ElginIlartin
....
76 Dirk harding
77 Frank Mori
711- RAN -17117.91r11011
79 11111y Wilson

0
E
T

T
G
0
T

...

T
0

BOB AMARAL . An ISyear -old Soot. from Vi tali* standing 5:10 and
Wears
weighing 175.
No. 44 and it a fine
atparessi..e
defensive.
end.

r
4-

TIGER!
WILLYS

OF LUCK
LRTANS1.

The Finest Haircut
In Town

General Auto Repairs
Service

by

Sales

IE MANAGEMENT .AND

Bert

Parts

Stew

EMPLOYEES OF ’
4/4.
IG

Ihr

ki-the brands leit know . . .
Pheim.CY.4-5534

8. r. cto6e4

COLLEGE
OF PACIFIC

GEORGE PORTER
5:21/2. 211 pounds. a
20-yearold Soph from
Burlingamc Has
Played well this season
knd is roJgh and re

I ’ENTERS
Jankos ich
Johansen
Moser
QUARTERBACKS
tieremin
II

tirowaman
Sem 11

.0
.0
...0
is

T

E

AND BEFORE GAME TIME DROP IN
AND FILL OUT YOUR SCORE CARD.
YOU MAY WIN THIS WEEK’S . . .

KEITH CARPENTER A
terror on defense end
a vicious blocker on
offense, this 5:3 225.
pound Junior is 20
years old and a PO ...Ark of the Goldin
ftaiders line

HOME -COOKED DINNERS
Generous Portions
Served 4:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.

FREE
100
FREE
Gallons of Gasoline
STAR AND BAR
DIVIDEND STATION
r41 S. 3rd STREET

GIVE
LUGGAGE
AND
LEATHER
GIFTS

akery Goods
try the

TOM CUE 22 years
old, 5 II
n d
183
pounds A Junior from
Sacramento and conerted from fullback
One of the be ttr
tacklers on sill L,ad.

&oriole
Sake

22
SAY POZNEKOFF
years old. 5:10 and I75
pounds, from San Frnclsco A very good deferrsiv ered and good

piss-snaipqr.

SOUTH
SFCOND

379 EAST WILLIAM

HEY, SPARTANS!

F1-1,LBACKS
Case
Hartley
Lipelt
Nocola II
Pit kr ring

JOE MOULTON
5anding
5.3 and
eghing
in at 207.
tc
20-yearold
Soph
from Los Angeles is
- .est and a graf
dewnfield block er
Wear No. 51.

5-Dinner Meal Ticket
Only $4.00

BEAT THE
BENGAL TIGERS.

For the
Bpest in

ILALFBACKS
Macon
MeCor
Polenske
Ross
Smith
W a kit

L . An ISfrom Vii 5,10 and
.
Wears
is a fine
egg restive

HOTEL MONTGOMERY
BARBER SHOP
20 W. SAN ANTONIO STREET

DUTCH MILLYour Student Dining Spot

til’Alt DS
Braver
Breien
Collins
Fairchild
Hall
Putnam
Rush
Simoni
Stoner

Frank
& Pete

Cy 5-1105

HAVE YOU HEARD .. ?
Dutch Mill cDoes It
Again!

OSTERS

TACK LEH
Delas-nn
Johnson
Kelley
Morris
Ribel ro
Watkins

Quafity Work

GENE MENGES 5:11/2,
143 -pound Senior.
A
superb passer, ii 1 d
general and rpood runner, this No. 32 will
b in th eyes of th
AtlAmerlcrt and Alt.
Coast jurigs

Let us service your car
while you are in class.

38 S. 4th Street

ENDS
Bergman
Dawson
Mitchell
Smith
stOckdale
Toomny
Berndt

Alielh

Makes
DICK HARDING.
1r111411 old,
Stoics,
from Oakland.
Sirb
and 3h4 pounds, Its
a standout guard. A
very hard worker OW
hard to move.

Quick Service

A
CARL DE SALVO
6 -ft 110 pound Senior
who is a shining light
de.
on offense nd
fnse
He is rugged
St
with
end played
in the Sagan
Mrys,
Okla
Bow I against
home A & M.

The Spartan Daily today presents its fifth and final
Football Spread of the 1950 season. This feature
has met with widespreadajiproval and has proven
a feature promotion which enjoys a tremendous
readership on the Spartan campus. It is a gratifying experience to see your picture in your own
campui newspaper more than once after you have
been knocking heads with rival teams on the gridiron. Realizing this, the Daily has used head shots
of the first and second string Golden Raider football warriors in the spreads during the season. The
football spreads have been a means of showing off

our players to the public and have also been messages of congratulations and well-wishing to the
teem from meOtants in downtown Saii Jose. -If it
were not for the steady support of the merchants
who have been advertising in the spreads, this popular promotion would have been missing from the
Daily pages. To the businessmen who have given
their support during the season we owe a vote of
thanks: a show of appreciation. How about dropping in on these Spartan Boosters at their place of
business and expressing Washington Square’s sentiments?
BILL FRANCIS, Bus. Mgr.

INTERCEPTION

PASS -RECEIVING
Billy Wilson, e

FRANCIS KLUEWER
5:11. 108.pound Soph
from Laguna Beach. Is
25 years old and clo,.
the aft e r touchdow,
kicking.

No

YDS.

TD

17

308

2

Wacholz, h

RETURNS
N3

YDS.

TD

3

13

0

Harry Beck, f

9

109

0

Osborne, h

3

65

Bol; Amaral, e
Gibby Mendonsa, h

7

151

Mendonsa, Is

2

33

Chagonjian, Is

2

32

Burnett, h

2

9

5

87

I
0

Archie Chagonjian, h
Frank Morriss, f

4

54

0

3

56

1

Buck, h

2

5

Buddy Traina, h

2

0

Cho

Wilson, e

1

6

0

24
DICK BONDELIE.
years old, 5:10 and 190
pounds. I r om Santa
Rosa. A Junior and a
terrific line bc kr
Showed well against
Santa Clara

Carl DeSaivo, g

1

6

Tom Cuffe, c

1

2

Cementina, h

1

0

TOTALS

18

177

Ray Poznekoff, c

2

39
46

Bob Osborne, h
Orland DiCiccio, h

1

56

1

13

0

929

5

TOTALS

51

0
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TOURNEY
BOXING
TC WINS
,
Ted Witwer Chosen Best Novice i

Judoists Trek Wes Mathews Picked Top Coach
To Black Belt
By GLENN BROWN
A hail storm of leather climaxed the 1950 Novice tournament last
Meet Sunday night as nine boxers punched their way to crowns and the Theta Chi Outstanding judoists of Yosh
Uchida’s Spartan squad will journey to San Francisco Sunday to
match throws silh northern California competitors’ in the Black
Belt sponsored Promotional tourney starting at 12 noon.
The tournament will be held at
1746 Post street.
Uchida’s top six varsity men
will make the trip and attempt
to gain the next highest judo
grade by throwing belt holders of
that grade.
The SJS competitors are
George Best, first degree Black
Belt and team captain: Brute
Hopkins, first degree Brown
Belt; Wesley Dobbs, third degree Brown Belt; Johnny Johnson, first degree Brown Belt;
James Foster, third degree
Brown Belt; and Ford Harvey,
first degree Brown Belt.
Hopkins, Johnson and Harvey
will be gunning for the coveted
Black Belts, and every man will
be taking a shot at the next rung
on tfie judoist ladder.
Spartan competitors in the
tournament will come from many
teams of the northern California
,Black Belt association Including
San Francisco, Stockton, Oakland, University of California,
San Francisco City college,
Mann J.C. and Santa Rosa J.C.
Murl Tullis, team captain for
the past three years, will make
the trip in the capacity of manager, but injuries received in practice will prevent him from corn Act ing.
$ Harry "Xiger" Carlson, "Individlial Champ" of last season’s Championship meet, also will be sideBned by injuries.

’Mermen to Play

Kappa Alpha Theta team rang up a total of 23 points to win the
team trophy.
The TC-KAT squad victory was cinched in the finals when Bill
Derrick trapped the 145-lb. titic
and Don Hufhines came out victor Trump tried to keep the Theta
in the 165 -lb. class.
1(’hi entrant tied up while at close
lquarters, but Derrick landed often
%Vittwer Tops
Ted Witwer (DSG). a freshman enough to mark up the necessary
from Santa Cruz, was awarded thalpoints.
Hard punching was also the path
"Outstanding Boxer" trophy by
Morris Goldner, judge. The 130- that carried Ray Salazar (PKA)
lb. speedster displayed the style to a victory in the 155-1b. class.
and ring knowledge of a veteran Salazar topped Joe Lenhart
in outpointing Oscar Herrgesel for thetitle, but only after LentTC) for the weight, title,
hart had staged a hard battle.
Ward Carson (DSG) won the Salazar rang up most of his points
.
120-lb. crown by deeisioning in the opening two stanzas.
Don Hufhltum (T(7) grabbed
Jimmy Kerr (SAE). The bout
the 165-fb. crown when he counwas nip-and -tuck from bell-toter -punched his way’ over aghell, hut Carson, leading a good
gressive Hal Webbe (DSP).
jab, punched inside his oppoHufhines employed two long
nent’s swings and managed to
arms to keep Webbe at a reland his blows ahead of Kerr.
spectful distance, although
Counter-punchers Clash
The 125-1b. title was taken by Webbe came back in the final
Ed Damonte (SP). Damonte, a minute to connect %%Oh a tired
counter -puncher, ran into another right hand.
Powerful Right
counter-puncher in Charles GardPower was the keynote of the
ner (PKA). When Gardner took
the offensive in the second round 175-1b. clash in which Jack Stahlhe ran into a two-fisted counter- heber (KA) TKO’d Don Starr
attack that piled up points for (DSP) in the middle of the second round. Stahlheber threw a
Damonte.
Ted Witwer ( DSG) earned every jab which carried almost as much
bit of his "Outstanding Boxer" authority as his right hand, and
award and 130-1b. crown by his used this weapon constantly to
impressive victory over Oscar keep Starr from getting set. A
Herrgesel (TC). Witwer used a straight right with Stahlheber’s
snapping left to keep his opponent full 175 pounds behind it stopped
off balance, and followed up with Starr,
Ed Springster (SP) turned on a
an explosive right hand. Witwer
surpassed the average novice by bruising right hand body attack
following up every advantage and to decision Hal Bristow (KM in
openings, and dropped Herrgesel the heavyweight bout, and thus
gain the title in that weight diat the end of the second iound.
vision. Springster scored conWilson Winn
Bill Wilson (ATO) triumphed sistently with left jabs, and slowed
In the 135-1b. class by decision- down the bulling Bristow with
ing Al Sanchez (DSG), but only hard rights to the body. Although
after a split -decision had been both boxers were tired, Springster
turned in by the judges. Both landed in the third round and had
men threw punches up to the Bristow staggering at the final
final bell. but Wilson grabbed bell.

Iii.’ edge by out-jabbing his
Varsity water poloists eLeah with tough opponent.
Bill Derrick TC) powered his
University of California’s Jayvees
this afternoon at 4 o’Citte8 tri-111.- - way to the 145-lb. crown when
he outpunehed and out point ed
Spartan pool.
Coach Walker’s yearlings meet Wally Trump ((’PS.) With due
respect for Derrick’s jarring fists,
Modesto J.C. here Monday.

Merriam Webster Pocket Dictionary
Collector’s Edition $1.00

Curtis Lindsay Inc.
Books

Stationery Office Supplies
77 SO.FIRST ST.

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
Dinners
85c and up

Spaghetti
and
Pi/2a

Opon from II A.J.A.
to I A.M.
,

Also
Pine prepared
to take out.

CNiendey"

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET

like Nothing Else
You’ve Ever Worn!
Ye...nothing equal. our fine
cast
tailored gaits . . . in
appearance .
.In sear . . .
in lollar
Conn- in today!

"Time Pay
or Budget If fou Like"

JOHN W. BENSON
Custom Tailors for Men and Women
:Ypres.. 5-4919

31 East San Antonio St.
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COP Readies Band
peetacle for Fans
College of Pacific is going all
out Saturday night to give football fans a treat. Not just a football traditional with San Jose
State college but massed bands
with a touch of a Hollywood spectacle.
The Special Events department
of the Stockton campus has a coloffal pre-game program arranged
that will put a DeMille production
to shame.
"Showplace of the Valley" is the
new name for the Tiger Pacific
Memorial Stadium which has given
football fans spectacular exhibitions during the COP’s last two
home games.
Beginning at 7:30 p.m. there
will be a grand entry of the outstanding drill teams of the area
which will be followed by the
crack 35-man drill team of the
Twelfth Naval District, San Francisco.
Then there will be five minutes
of demonstration by ten top drill
teams presenting their intricate
maneuvers simultaneously.
The
massed display of pageantry will be
concluded by the presentation of
colors and the playing of the Star
Spangled Banner by the Spartan
and ’Bengal bands.
Stockton_ officials_ anticipate at
least 20,000 fans for tomorrow
night’s game.

Wally Trump ((’PS), left, and Don Schmidt) (DSG), right, trade
simultaneous punches in a hard-fought semi-finalist bout that siM
Trump gain a close decision and the right to face Kill Derrick CTC1
in the 145-10. finals.

Racketmen Challenged
"What’s the matter with the
There will be consolation rounds
guys in this college, Most of them for the first and second round
are afraid of getting beat, the losers, with medals going to all
sissies."
finalists, he added.
This is the statement made by
Bud Edmundson as he signed up
yesterday for the intramural
singles tennis tournament, which
starts Monday afternoon at the
Spartan courts.
Edmundson, a sophomore art
major from Greenville, Calif., has
issued a challenge to anyone in
the college to come out and comDRIVE s.
pete in the tournament.
"I doubt If anyone will anE
L48:4wieoldefais
swer my challenge," Edmundeon
said, disgustedly.
Coach Ted Mumby, in charge
1WONE..
of the program, said that today
is the final day to sign up for the
111TVAIIIN Mtn MO MAIM M.
tourney.

NTA

’fit
_u ;AR
CAR

4101
Cr42044
55 W.3ANTA CLARASAN JOSE

NEED A TYPEWRITER??
We Have Late Model Machines
At Student Rental Rates

AMERICAN OFFICE APPLIANCES
98 N. First St.

CYpress 3-3063
Across street from Post Office

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Nyman’, Plan

CORONA

UNDERWOOD

Hot Barbecued Beef Sandwich
on Bun and Coffee
ONLY 5Sc
124 E. Santa Clara
Adjacent YMCA

ROYAL REMINGTON

Est. 1900

Free Parking Next Door

24 S. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383

Mr. Anthony’s
"The Place That’s Different"
Servin9 "Out-of-this-World" Specials
Italian -American Dinners
COMPLETE and A LA CARTE

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12
AL’S FOUNTAIN

A DAY

HOURS
5 P.M. to 1 A.M. Daily
Sundays and Holidays
2 P.M. to 4 P.M.

A LA CARTE
Spaghetti
Ravioli
75c

DINNER
Spaghetti
Ravioli
$1.25

93 WILLOW ST.
For Special Attention
and Reservations
Call CYpress 5-6400
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Spartans Seek Revenge over COP Tigers Sat.
Friday, November 17, 1950’SPARTAN DAILY

COP Scribe Claims Tigers Have IFrosh Play Fresno
Healthy Respect for Raiders In Season Finale Spartans 14-Point Underdogs
By PHIL GUTHRIE
In Traditional Grid Meeting
Sports Editor, Pacific Weekly
College of the Pacific’s hot and cold Tigers run into a revenge.
bent San Jose Spartan Saturday night when the two schools renew
their traditional rivalry on the young turf of Pacific Memorial Stadium.
Some 20,000 fans are expected when Tigers meet Spartans in
the 23rd contest of a series that had its beginnings in 1921.

Bitterly recalling a 45-7 ember.*
--rasment at flie hands of Ed Le- ments of their
own number one
Baron and company last year, the boy, Gene Menges.
Spartans will descend on the
The line is anchored by the
Stockton campus seeking re -pos238-pound frame of all-coast cansession of the SJS-COP bell which
didate Bob Moser. The giant pivot
traditionally goes to the winner.
Although local oddsmakers man is ranked with the nation’s
outstanding centers and is a
have established COP a twosteadying influence on a predomtouchdown favorite, the Tigers
inately inexperienced squad.
are inclined to reject that lopThe remainder of the line is as
sided quote. They possess a very
healthy respect for Messrs. follows: (Weights in parenthesis)
Beck, Menges, Wilson and the Left end, Wayne Bergman (197);
left tackle, Duane Putnam (215);
gang.
The Pacific performance in left guard, Jim Fairchild 1195,1;
-snow-bound Ohio last week when right guard. Doug Brien (195) or
they were downed by University Sid Hall (220); right tackle Burt
of Cincinnati, also adds to the dis- Delavan 1228); right end, and Wes
mal picture which Bengal coaches Mitchell (210).
The above named men are
are bemoaning. Nothing would
work for the Stocktonites as they currently tops at their respective
blew a 7-0 half time advantage positions, but the margin which
spells "first string" is very email
to lose 14-7.
Despite State’s respectable rec- and could be altered before
ord and the Cincinnati freeze -out, game time.
COP fans are confident that the
COP wants this game. Their
Tigers can make it -two consecu- season will be counted successful
fio wins over the prune towners, if they can claim a win over the
Most of this optimism stems Raiders, and it will he a pretty
from faith trt- the powerful COP talented Tiger aggregation that
running game. Throughout the makes the victory effort.
1950 season the Bengals hate
ac raged 350 yards on the
ground and 83 points per game.
!Fifteen
Only against Cincinnati did the’
runners fail to develop either loin;
c1
wainers or sustained drives.
Mainstays of the offensive bark field are fullback Don llarde), L. V
halfbacks Eddie Macon and Tom
McCormick and Quarter Doug!
Fifteen men %yin t ras el to
Scovil.
. state fang, will remember Stockton tomorrow afternoon to
Hanley a s the guy who took a take on College of Pacific in a
hand off from LeBaron and dual cross country meet which will
scored oa the games opening ; determine whether the Spartans I
play last year. Macon is the finish the ’50 season undefeated.
speedster of track fame who I With four dual meet victories
last sprang taice defeated world and a win in the SJS Invitational
record bolder Herb MeKenley already under its belt, Coach Don
Bryant’s gang will rule heavy favin the quarter mile.
McCormick, the team workhorse, orites to add the Bengals to their
is a transfer from Menlo. COP list of defeated teams,
coaches rate him as the best Tiger
Jack Kirkpatrick, the invitationprospect in many seasons.
al meet favorite last week, was
In Doug Scovil at the quarter out of shape and placed sixth.
spot, the Tigers have found a cap- Three Spartans, Dore Purdy, who
able replacement for the now leg- broke his own course record in
the meet: Al Weber, and Paul
endary "sorcerer."
Showing Improvement with Jennings managed to finish ahead
each outing, the Tiger signal of the COP ace.
Two veterans have been showing
caller could make Spartan adherents forget the accomplish- considerable improvement during
the past week and may be pushing
Purdy and the other leaders for
top honors.
They are Bob Weber,. who
- Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Alpha Showed some Of his old time form
Tau Omega have issued a chal- in the invitational, and Frank
lenge to all fraternities to meet Johnson, who ran a practice run
them in the Turkey Trot Tuesday in 2:08 for his best performance
noon beginning at the Men’s gym. of the season.
The two frate so far are the
Paul Bowen moved up to fourth
on,l)’ ones to enter the fraternity man among the Spartans with his
competition of the event. The eighth place finish in the Invitalimit for the number of entries tional.. Bill Head and Ed Ham are
for-tite fraternities is three men. not far behind Bowen at this time.
In the organization group the
Coach Bryant announced that
boxers, wrestlers, and Student Y Jim Grant, Jack Fourcade, Herb
are the only entries to sign up for Bonds, Carl Moore, Head, and
the Trot. The Y is entering Ron Johnson showed the most improvement during the past week.
LaMar and Bob Dean.

Men Meet
college of Pacific
.../t-t:uuntry Dual

4SE
rs.

, Tom Cureton’s SJS froshman
football team goes after its first
win of the seasoo tomorrow night
at Spartan staditim when the
Spartababes tackle the Fresno
State yearlings.
This will be the last game of the
season for the locals, who have
dropped five straight games to
USF, Santa Clara, Stanford, St.
Mary’s, and Monterey.
The Spartababes have been finproving and may get their first
win.
The probable starting line-up
for the Spartababes is Burnett
and Don Ferguson at ends, Dennis
Boillard and Bob Fox at tackle,
Ron Lera and John Hamber at
guards, and Don Cederlincl. Maurice Duncan starts at quarter, Ambler and Hamilton at the halves,
and Hinman at full.

01,

Home Delivery... Piping Hot!!

DINAH’S
-S)95

Ticket Deadline

Other Spartans who will compete against the Tigers are Newell
Strayer, Paul Flannagan, Boy
Hodges, and Bob Anderson.

ss.

Jose State
76
I I)
Wayne BerginaColinliefel9P34464.
1.11eR
Bay Poznekoff (185)
83
Bill Kelley (234)
I.TR
Joe Moulton (20.0
69
Melt
Duane Putnam (215)
Carl DeSalvo (204)
18
Bob Moser (238)
C
Keith Carpenter (226)
82
1
Sid 1811
BGI.
(220)
Dick Harding (213)
73
Burt Delavan -(22S)
RTL
Jim Wheelehan (227)
57
Wes Mitchell (210)
REL
Billy Wilson (194)
80
Doug Scovil (11101
Q
Gene Menges (163)
41
Eddie Macon (170)
Archie Chagonjian (165) 1.11/1
48
Tom McCormick (185)
MIL
Gib Mendonsa (105)
63
Don liardey (170)
F
Harry Beck (184)
Weight averagerlSan Jose State: line, 202; backs, 163; team,
188. College of Pacific: line, 220; backs, 176; team. 198.
’

ESQUIRE
BARBER
In Roar
’HS OP
of Sport Shop
36 W. San Ferneedo
Closed Armistice Day

78
39
89
70
76
73
’79
32
23
22
44

Here’s Racing Power and Speed

1442

Chin eie c,Lzniern ReOlurani
5 P.M. - I A.M.
1 7 3 W.
See ’till 3 A.M..
CY 2-8772
Santa Clara

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12

Tentative Line-up

.1241C

--

By ROD RODRIGUES
San Jose State’s Spartans will be loaded for Tiger when they
tangle with COP tomorrow night at 8 o’clock in Stockton. Upwards
of 20,000 fans will be on hand, in the new Pacific Memorial stadium
to witness the 23rd meeting between the two traditional foes.

With the series standing at 12*
wins, eight losses and two ties, in to spearhead the Spartan ofaerial
San Jose’s favor, COP has been fensive game with his
heaves.
closing the gap in the late years
The Tigers have allowed an
to sharpen the rivalry. The Tigers
average of only 96 yards rushing
and Spartans first met in 1921.
pet game, while being dented for
Hoping to maintain the record
a 164 yard average in the air. The
of never having lost in Stockton
Bengal forward wall is big and
since 1931, the Golden Raiders vvill
beefy, discouraging a Spart sn
have to go all out to overcome running game, but pass defen,e
the Pacificmen.
has proved vulnerable.
COP boasts a five won, three
lost, record this season, and will
be fielding a team that outweighs the ’Spartans 10 Ms per
man.
Added incentive to incite the
Raiders to commit mayhem is the
memory of the 45-7 shellacking
handed them by Eddie LeBaron
and his 1949 Pacific cohorts.
The Spartans are to avenge this
stigma by taking the Bengals into ,
camp and claim possession of the
SJS-COP bell which they lost last
year.
COP Favorites
The Bengali; are rated two touchdown favorites over the
Spartans. but anything can happen ,
in traditional meetings. In 1948.1
the Tigers were figured to pulverize the Raiders. Eddie LeBaron
and his teammates were riding
the crest of a formidable Win
streak and were slated to run wild.1
Due to an excellent scouting
job on the part of former line and’
now Head Coach Bob Bronzan,
and a concentrated team effort,
the Spartans stopped LeBaron cold
TOM McCORMICH
College of the Pao&
and upset the vaunted Tigers, 14-7.
No Injuries
Up to par physically, the WashEDDIE MACON, halfback
ington Squarernen have gone all
College of the Pacific
out in -thIs week’s, practice drills.
rullnaek Iitiriy Beck, San Jose’s
alf-t ime reach)* ground gainer, and
HOME OF THE COMPLETE
Buddy Traina, fleet halfback, who
FRIF0 CHICXEN DIHr:ER
incidentally, just revealed today
Today noon is the dealine for that he got married after the St.
RFSTJRANT F’DW PALO ALTO
procuring tickets to the SJS-COP Mary’s game, will be harassed by
football game at Stockton Satur- minor injuries, but will play all
day night.
the way if necessary.
WE BARBER HAIR
Students and faculty members
Only Center Bob Hitchcock will
WITH SPECIAL CARE
are advised to obtain the tickets be out definitely.
Quarterback Gene Menge s,
free of charge with their ASB
at the
cards before dealine time, the elected game captain by his
Graduate Manager’s office said. teammates, will be counted on
Frank.
&Dick
Charlie
Tickets are also on sale to the
16.
Rm.
public
in
general

Frats in Trot

MIN

9

3tirci

Engines & Parts
for Competition
and Road Use

EQUIPMENT @.

Phone CV 4-2742

BEAT
C.O.P.
Spartan Bowlers
MEN’S P.E. CLASSES
HELD HERE
Fred "Duffy- Paiva, klgr.
We feature a full line of
Bowling Bell Begs end Shoes

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara

CV 3-9727

10

Reserve Room
Gives Preview
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Books Feature Carpenters Work
Love Sonnets, To Install Heater
E. Hemingway
A former San Jose State college
co-ed, Gwendolyn Brooks Penniman. now a poet and short story
writer of some repute, is represented in one of the latest additions to the library. Mrs. Penniman was graduated with the class
of 1944.
The new volume, "Love Sonnets," by Florence Brooks, was
edited by Mrs. Penniman, and
contains her biography of the
WritId Youth magaauthor.
zine recently accepted her short
story, "Goona-Goona, a Tale of
Witchcraft in Java."
Mark Twain is for once on the
receiving end of criticism in
Gladys C. Bellamy’s "Mark Twain
as a Literary Artist." More of
the easy humor of the late Robert
C. Benchley is found in the 1947
edition of his "Of All Things."
The last few bitter days of
a man’s life are examined in
"Across the River and Through
the Trees," by Ernest Hemingway. A great controversy has
arisen over the merit of this
his latest novel. It is deemed
by some critics to lack everything but technical skill, being
only a rehashing of his much
earlier "A Farewell to Arms."
Sandro Botticelli, the great ItalIan Renaissance painter, is represented in his "Botticelli di Sergio Bettini," and there is a volume of facsimilies of the works
of Paul Gauguin, the proud 19th
century Frenchman.
Two of the new works examInc famous creative artists from
the standpoint of their accomplishments in fields other than
the ones in which they are best
known. Benjamin Farrington
Is concerned in his volume with
Francis Bacon as a philosopher
of industrial science, and Magnus Rudolph looks at Goethe
the scientist.
"The World of Gilbert and Sullivan," by William A. Darlington,
is one of the newer studies of the
lives of the ferried composer and
his equally renowned librettist

A preview of the forthcoming
IBM exhibit will be held Sunday,
Nov. 19, from 2-5 p.m. in reserve
book room of the college library.
according to Miss Joyce Backus,
head librarian.

The "poor little match girl"
left out in the cold had nothing
on Mr. Settles’ 10:30 Sociology
class yesterday.
This social problems class
had a real social problem
nothing but a heatless classroom on Seventh street on a
40 degree morning.
So they
huddled outside the house, while
Inside
carpenters
frantically
worked on the installation of a
new gas heater. Final result
class was dismissed.
Early in the fall when the
weather was warm the old house
on, Seventh street was comfortable enough, but lately frost-bitten noses have been the problem,
socially. One day last week it
was warmer outside than inside,
and the students brought their
chairs, out on the lawn.
But Friday will be warmer; the
heaters should be in by then, according to the chilled soc. prof.

Sponsors of the affair are
President T. W. MacQuarrie,
Dean and Mrs. Jay C. Elder,
and members of the Art Department and library staffs.
The display of the works of
contemporary American painters
and sculptors will show in the reserve book MOM Nov. 19-Dec. 17.

Engineer Talks
San Jose State ’’college’s group
of the Institute of Radio Engineers announced that the next
meeting to be held Monday evening at 7:45 in Room S216, will
feature a talk on "Loran," the
navigational aid.
Speaker for the Nov. 20 gathering will be Hugo Romander, chief
electronics engineer for the Sierra
Electronics company of Belmont.

Series Presents
Historical Music

The second in a series of five
recitals of historical organ music
INAH’S
will be presented Sunday evening,
Complete
Nov. 26, at 4 p.m. at the First
Fried
Chicken
Methodist church at 205 E. Santa
students
of
keeping
Dinners
IVOl
an.
part
stocked shelves
only a small
Clara street, according to a bellefor
pauses
who
well fed at the Coop, according to Mrs. Eva Carver
including
tin in the Music building.
a photographic smile Miring a routine inventory. photo by Gagnon
Dessert
Redinald Greenbrook will perform on the organ, and two systerns of tuning will be used
during the recitalsequal and
mean-tone.
Mr. Greenbrook will perform
HAND-FINISHED SHOES
the selections from the works of
the following composers:
FOR MEN
Early German: Hassler, PraeBy RAY HASSE
torius, Scheidt. Strunk; Later GerFeaturing
"My job is not one of operating a business to make money but to
man: John Cristoph Bach, Muffat,
Prices,
Hohn Michael Bach, J. K. F. Fis- I help the students economize on their food problems while at college.
Patented
cher, and Pachelbel; the third
This brief summary provided an opening of considerable contrast
group of selections will be from to the more detailed description*
Styles
the works of J. S. Bach.
of "coop" maragement duties that rare smilet. "I find_ myself enfollowed as the dark -eyed Mrs. grossed in the wifely duties of
F:va Carver took a few relaxing preparing a good meal."
moments recently to talk about’
eaciti-,
o
Aside from such outside
Dr. George G. -Bruntz ’of - the
her job as manager of the student I
for
’vines as preparing the
Social Science department will
cooperat ive.
barbecues, parties and faculty
take part in the Santa Clara
"I was a student myself not too
dinners, the methodic manager
County Teachers’ Institute next
long ago," said the ex -home ecofirds t.ime for the supervision of
week, according to an announcenomics teaching major. "and I
girls apartment.
ment from Dr. 0. H. Hubbard,
know what the food problem can; a
county superintendent of schools.
be for the student who lives away ’
Dr. Bruntz will meet with the
from home."
One Price
elementary
teachers
Tuesday,
MACHIN%
Mn., Carver admits that, in 1
Nov. 21, in Room C of the San
750i
(I
96E san FIFIr1;77100
"
spite of her general expression
Jose Civic auditorium to discuss
of seriousness, he finds much ,
RENT
A TYPEWRITER
Styles That Are Different
"Methods of Teachiug fbe United enjoyment
in her work and her
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
Nations in Elementary Grades."
36 SOUTH FIRST ST.
many responsibilities. This, she :
$12.00 FOR THREE MONTHS
said, is due to her associations
With students on both sides of
Car Service
the counter. Even as she spoke,
After 7 p.m.
an involuntary chuckle arose at
the thought of some experience
which she apologetically termed
Pressing Lusts longer!
as "not quite suitable for print."
Opon Mon.-Fri.
Mothproofed!
At present, she has under her ,
10 a.m.-12:30 a.m.
supervision 40 students handling
Sat. till 3:00 a.m.
counter and dishroom duties. As I
Closed Sunday Evening
much as two weeks’ time is required at the beginning of each
quarter to organize the schedules
itt4r4UOLAMT
French Friss, Onions, Pickles, Olives
and hours of these students. In
25.29 S. Third Street Main Plant CYpross 2-1052
PALO ALTO
addition to these, she has 16 per,
1098 E. Santa Clara St.
24th & Santa Clara
275 E. William
231 Willow
sons employed on a full-time
1199 Franklin, Santa Clara
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen
3116 E. Rood
basis.
Looking back upon her three
years at the "coop," the one-time
teacher-trainee pointed out that
shedook- the job of assistant manager as a means to help her
PRICES FOR YOUR SATISFACTION
Values to $2.00
teacher-husband with the support
of their now six-year-old daughter. "After three months," she
said, "I found myself manager of
Large assortment to pick from.
the place."
ALL WORK GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR
Mrs. Carver feels that she
22 West
CY 4has learned much from the buyDROP IN AND MEET
San Antonio Ot te 9/6Pdith 8768
ing habits of her student customers. For instance, wiled-she
first took the job, she explained,
she mode a noble effort to eliminate the monotony pf re.
AND FORMER S.J.S. STUDENT
peated servings from day to
day. "Much to my surprise, I
found that the students wanted
good old-fashioned roast beef
FREE, OF COURSE . . . Only takes’ 30-seconds.
and stew in preference to my
new ideas for plate lunches."
After the long hours of a normal day, Mrs. Carver dodges the
thought of feeding the members
of her family at home and often
buys prepared food from the
"WHERE VALUE AND FRIENDSHIP MEET"
"coop" for their dinner. "But on
1111Mgr
week
ends and holidays," she
17 East Santa Clara Street
added with the sparkle of her

195

Mrs. Carver Discusses
Many ’Coop’ Problems

PRICES

Prof Will Speak

Ifitipant

kilt HEMMEN

;9.95

Nightly Except
Thursday

WO4

"Retex"

Ai4t4tet4

af

Burgerbasket 50e

SHOP EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS

Special on Ties
All for $1.00

Gives NEW LIFE
to your clothes!

gotdeft We4t

Dry Cleaners

Complete Watch & Repair Service
PROMPT and EFFICIENT SERVICE

FRANK BORELLI

Certified Master Watchmaker

LET’S GO, SPARTANS
BEAT C.O.P.!

Have Your Watch Electronically Timed

Montgomery ogetveteri

"Known for Good Food"

207 SO. FIRST

SUNDAY AT CALIFORNIA
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Chief Justice Asks
For Court Helpers,

Announcements

e,

Today is last day for all G.E.,
K.P. and General Junior high students to sign op for Elementary
School Curriculum 104A winter
quarters. Sign for class in Education office, 161.
Need or have a ride home for
Thanksgiving? Sign up today at
Student Y Holiday Travel bureau,
Morris Dailey, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m.
social Affairs committee: Bids
for bands to play at the Wintermist dance, Dec. 9. should be submitted to Alice Hayes in Student
l’ilion.
Delta Phi Delta: Informal initiation 7:30 o’clock tonight in
Room Al, followed by demonstration of caricatur,es by Wendell
(iates. art instructor.
Tau Delta Phi: 12:30 p.m. today.
Meet in Tower.
Chi Pt Sigma: 7 p.m. dinner
Monday at Fior D’Italia restaurant, 101 N. Market street. N. J.
Menard, district attorney, and L.
Wine, FBI agent, will be present.
All police Students invited and
may get tickets in Police School
office or from any Chi Pi Sigma
member.
Seekers: Meet at First Methodist church, Fifth and Santa Clara
Streets, SundaY evening at 7:15
o’clock.
Photo staff now has proofs of
Homecoming Parade floats in B95.
Eta Epsilcin : Check bullet in
board and sign committee sheets
tor Christmas banquet.
Canterbury: 6 p.m. Sunday meet
at Trinity Episcopal church’ for
supper, discussion of saints and
holy days.
Maintenance committee of Rally
committee: 3:30 p.m. today. Meet
in Student Ufrion: about an hour’s
work separiitsig...cards for COP
stunts.

Mrs. Mann Checks
students’ Progress
Mrs. Eleanor P. Mann, of the
rcervational Therapy staff at San
Jose State college, was off campus
yesterday4visiting two students in
clinical training in the ,Bay area.
Three . institutions were visited
by Mrs. Mann, as she checked on’
the progress of Students Yvonne
Fanfell a nd Mrs. Marion Sinz
Mtinch, Mita Fantail is in training
at Children’s hospital of the East
flay and at the Handicapped and
Crippled Children’s guild, both in
Oakland. Mrs. Munch was visited
at the Rehabilitation Center of
San Francisco.

Engineering society: Monthly
smoker at 7:30 o’clock tonight in
Student Union. Mr. George Mors,
from Food Machinery corporation,
will speak and show color films
on experiences in Arabia. Members’ pictures to be taken, so
please wear tie.
Eta Mu Pi: Sign up now for Apparel city trip Nov. 21. Meeting
date changed to*Nov. 28.
Freshman class Group D: Meet
in B92, at 12:30 p.m. today.

Classified Advertising

OS
ta

5c

FOR SALE
"Music Huth Charms", "My
Waltz With You" and "Bells of
Victory March." For piano. Words
and music. By copyright owner.
1937 (’hey. coupe. Excel!. cond.
Econ. to run. Priced to. sell now.
$295. Terms. CY 4-4630.
Corona Portable typewriter. Excellent condition. $30, CY 3-4992.
1939 Plymouth. Clean, ex. tires,
good condition throughout: $290.
Must sell! 64 South 16th street.
Phone CY 2-8803.
5.1 CAGERS WIN
The San Jose State college basketball team won a 56-51 victory
over a local team sponsored by
Mr Ewen’s in n -srrimmage ’game
played in the Men’s gym !ail
week. .Duane Bar:iste scored 15
paints for the Spartans during
the informal contest.

ar

34016

OUR
VERY
OWN
ale
HIT

"MOTOR
PATROL"

lumimmimpr

AiVeL ANr,
ALMADEN

LOST AND
Girl’s gold wrist
Friday at game or
Reward.
Return
Manager’s office.

FOUND
watch. Lost
shortly after.
to Graduate

PHONE.
Cy 4 Z04,

Prof to Invite
Vets to Dinner
Dr. William Hermanns invites
all veteran students who have no
home, or who live a great distance
from home to Thanksgiving dinner
in a local restaurant.
The assistant professor of modern languages requests the ones
interested to meet him in his office
in B-61 at 12:20 p.m. any weekday, or to telephone him at his
home between 8:30 and 9:30
o’clock, either in the mornings or
in the evenings. Dr. Hermanns’
phone number is CY 2-4908.
I
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OSE

"SUNSET BOULEVARD"

N

THEATRE

William Holden, Gloria Swanson
AND

"The Underworld Story"
Dan Duryea, Gail Storm
STARTS SUNDAY

rUNCASTIER
-WORT

FRIDAY. SATURDAY

"OUR VERY OWN..
Ann Blythe, Farley Granger

DOROTHY
MCGUIRE
it
I

and "BORN TO BE BAD"

AND

"WE WERE STRANGERS"
John Garfield, Jennifer Jones

FREE PARKING AFTER 6 P.M.

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

BLUE HEAVEN"
’MY
. a
Betty Grable, Dan Dailey

HURRY! Last 3 Days!

AND---

It’s a howl when . . .
ladies kiss . . . letters tell
husbands get . . .

"SINGING GUNS"
Vaughn Monroe, Walter Brennan

25th & E. Santa CJara
CYpress 3-8405
ADMISSION 50c

.CALIF3.RNIA
34S S-. FIRST ST. *

. .

MAD AS ... WELL!
,
In the Delicious
Suspicion Story
of a LETTER TO.

"THREE
HUSBANDS"

37i07

ALSO
JOAN
RICARDO
DIXON
CORTEZ

FRIDAY, SATURDAY

"STELLA"

"BUNCO SQUAD"

Ann Sheridan, Victor Mature
AND

"QUICKSAND"
With Mickey Rooney

IMO NOM GLOM SIM= :

STUDENT ADMISSION 50c

AND

"MY BLUE HEAVEN"

"THIS SIDE OF THE LAW"
Your Best Show Value
MAYFAIR
ADMISSION 50c

In Technicolor.
Dan Dailey, Betty Grable
AND

00000000000000

FRI., SAT., SUN., NOV. 17-18-19

"TREASURE ISLAND"
Bobby Driscoll, Robert Newton
AND

FRI., SAT., NOV. 17. 18

"The Underworld Sioryi.
Dan Duryea
SUN., MON., TUES., NOV. 19-20-21

"THE HAPPY YEARS"

"TEA FOR TWO"

Dean Stockwell. Darryl Hickman

In Technicolor

TUES., WED., NOV. 20-21

2nd Hit

"BIG TIMBER"

"PRINCE OF PEACE"

Mickey
Rooney

Roddy McDowell
STARTS WEDNESDAY

"FANCY PANTS"

S.B. Cards Shown at Boa Office
Will Entitle Beano to Reduced Adm.

57
N FIRST ST
CY
LS 997?

FRI., SAT., NOV. 17, 18

FRIDAY z- SATURDAY

^

DRIVE IN& AMUSEMENT THEATER

SPARTAN DAILY

T

atH

GAY
1*

are listed in the

STARTS SUNDAY

400 SOUTH 15.LT ST. Phone CYPaiss4.00133

*.

the BEST Movies

011111/

T tl E

TILL I
5 P.M.

A WONDERFUL
ROMANTIC STORY!

JAMES STEWART lets BARBARA -HALE hear the good news, in a scene
from the 20th Century-Fox comedy hit, "THE JACKPOT."

FRIDAY, SATURDAY
FOR RENT
Large front room. Newly painted.
Ilarge closet. Good inner
spring mattresses. Shower available. Heated. Reasonable rent.
Close in. Men only. 31 N. Fifth
street.
Very nice room close by. Twin
beds, two closets, kitchen. 545 S.
Fourth street.
Room for three men. Two closets. Comm. kitchen, shower. $23
each per month. 650 S. Fifth
street. CY 4-6598..
$1.17 C.O.D. M. Amlie, 237 S.
First street.

’Golden Boy’
Dec. 7-12
TILL
5 P.M.

Bob King, chief justice of the
Student court, asks that any student interested in serving as
either court clerk or bailiff attend this afternoon’s meeting of
the court at 3:30 o’clock in the
east side of the Student Union
building.
The duties of the bailiff will be
those of process serving, and applicants for court clerk should be
able to type, King said.

itDON’T MISS
MISTER
WIT
II LANCASTER
I

880

DOROTHY
McGUIRE
TERRIFIC CO-FEATORE

COMING WEDNESDAY

ain112:110

"MY BLUE HEAVEN"
Betty Grable, Dan Dailey
PLUS

* *

FREE PARKING AFTER

6 PM. VICTORY PARKING LOT

"SHAKEDOWN"
SUN., MON , TUES., NOV. 19-20-21

"LOUISA"
Ronald Reagan; Ruth Hussey
and Frankie Leine
ALSO

"WHEN YOU’RE SMILING"
STARTS WEDNESDAY
"Sifting Pretty"
AND
"Mr. Belvedere

Goes to College"

MAIL
Stephen

McNALLY

Alexis

SMITH

SECOND HIT

".THE HIDDEN CITY"
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Crabbe, SJS Journalism Grad,
Receives Second Neirs Award
Bob Crabbe, graduate from the journalism department here and
former tiers editor of the Spartan Daily. was awarded a $25 U. S.
Savings bond for an outstanding story which appeared during the
month in the Salinas Californian, newspape in a chain of Speidel
Newspapers, Inc. Crabbe won a similar award once before, while
ht. was interning on the Salinas*
According to Mr., Durant and Salinas. She knew
Californian.
William Gould, associate profes- more about the cost and schedules
set- of journalism. Crabbe was so and the various classes of bus
successful on his internship that travel between . the towns than
he was eftered a job by the editor did the agent. Mr. Crabbe’s story,
of that newspaper.
which named her Salinas rela-When he returned to classes lives, was a humorous account of
here, he accelerated his course in the woman’s travels. It was the
kind of a story not found on a
order to get back to the job.
"When Bob Crabbe left our de _ routine news. beat and the kind
partment." Mr. Gould said, ewe subscribers like to read."
lost a good man."
The following is an account of "Erone of Crabbe’s stories. It ap5_
peared in the October issue of
the S. N. I. News, which is a
sheet that keeps members of thej
Speidel chain informed as to what
Pre-dental students at San Jose
other members are doing.
State college who plan to enter
Remark Leads to Story
the University of California Col"Mr.- Crabbe also won before, lege of Dentistry during 1952 may
with a story in September, 1949. receive selective service deferWhile waiting to Pick up a pack- ments, according to Mrs. Lillian
age in a bus station, Mr. Crabbe Scott, of the office of the dean of
overheard a remark that led to general education.
These students must file a prehis August winning story.
A
woman, buying a ticket from Sa- application declaration with the
linas to Durant, Okla., seemed to Advisory commit tee of the College
know more about the bus sched- of Dentistry. Only students with
ule than the agent did.
Mr. B averages will be considered at
Crabbe listened to some more of this time and should make applithe conversation and then inter- cation by March 10, 1950.
viewed the woman and took her
picture.
"In 12 years the woman, Mrs.
Sally Harrison of Durant, who
has many relatives in the Salinas
area, had made at least 24 of the
2.000-mile round trips between
Six members of the Women’s
Physical Education faculty of SJS
will attend a luncheon meeting of
.the State Association of California Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation, ’Monday afterThe SJS marching band, led by noon at 12:15 o’clock in the De
’Russell Reed, drum major, will lAnza hotel
According to Miss Mary -Wiley:
=fp tor Latin-American neighat ball-time during tbe Spar- assistant professor of woown’s
. tan-COP game Saturday evening Physical education, Mr. Vern Lanat Stockton, Robert Olson, di- dreth of the State Education derector of bands, announced yc.s- partment, -and chief of the state
terda .
division of the association, will
The band, under Mr. Olson’S di- speak at the luncheon.
rection. will open the program
Those planning to attend are
with a fanfare; then Russell Reed Dr. Irene Palmer, Miss Mary
will lead the band into a big out- Wiley, Dr. Elizabeth Prange, Miss
line of the continent of South Arclith Frost, Miss Janice Carkin,
America. While in this formation and Miss Eleanor Coomb.
the brass group will play a South
American samba.
Next the band will form a big
outline of. a coffee cup to salute’
the land of coffee, Brazil, Mr.!
Olson explained, and it will perThe A Phi 0 national service
form "Brazil." Russel next will,
fraternity here announced the anlead the band to form a Mexican,
nual election of new officers for
sombrero and the drum major,
1950-51, according to Bill Starrs,
will direct the band’s playing of
I pilhlidqty chairmaft for-the frater"Mexican Hat Dance."
As part of the pre-game festi-1 nity.
The officers, whose names- were
vities, Mr. Olson said, COP plans!
Russ
to have a lame number of high’ released yesterday, are:
school bands and drum corps per- Mitchel, president; Garrett McClung, vice president (replacing
form.
the
,This program presented by the Julian Crawford Johnson
Spartan marching band will be I XIII); Gene Schwab, recording
the same as the one given last secretary; Dan Marshall. corresFriday night at the Spartan-St. ponding secy.; Bill Staffs. treasurMary’s game in Spartan stadium, er; Karl Sherely, Tom Lambert,
co-historians; Dan Sutton, serMr. Olson pointed out.
geant -at -arms; Norman Marlatt,
alumni secretary; and Dr. Murray
Clark, chairman of the advisory
committee,

UC Senior President Explains
Deter Drafting
at Berkeley
of p re-Dentals Class Activitie;
Frankie Laine and this year we have

Women’s PE Staff
Will Attend Meet

laud Will &JAC
SA at COP Game

A Phi 0 Announces
Names of Officers

at the University
Monday.
Wayland, honored guest here along with three other Berkeleyites, was talking about the senior show presnted annually by the
senior class as a charity benefit*

performance. "The show is one of
our senior activitiesheld during
the year climaxed by Senior
Week in the Spring," Wayland
said.
was
Wayland
Accompanying
Kay Lloyd, class vice president,
and the two committee chairtfien,
Bill Geer and Carolyn Robinson,
who introduced the idea of a joint,
discussion meeting between U. C.
and San Jose State college. They
were introduced by Ed Gasper
SJS senior class president.
Berkeley is planning, like Salt
Jose State college, a mid-year
senior activity for graduates In
the form of a dinner-dance. Waylanfi said.
All work of the council rests
on standing committees. If they
always work together, the senior
class "can aecornpikili mar*. projects." Wayland stated.
Gaper. speaking for the seniors’
.here. explained the class acitivities: in particular, the overnight’
Nothing of that kind has been
successfully planned at Cal, according to the visitors. Plans’for

SPARTAN DAILY
San Jose State College
Entered As second class ~Hs. Apell
24, 1934, at San Jose, California, under
Ow act of March 3, 1.71.
Full Witt(’ wire sorvies of United Press
Press of the Globe Printing Company.
1445 S. Fkit St., San Jou’, California.
Member, California Newspaper Publishar’s Assoca.fioa.

.niver-.

the forthcoming December graduates’ activity were told, also.
Commenting on the joint meeting, Gasper said, "A good exchange of ideas was beneficial to
both groups."
Lou’s Village in San -Jose was visitors and hosts held following
4
scene of an informal dinner for the business meeting.

FREE POLYETHYLENE
ANTIDEHYDRATING BAG
WITH EVERY TURKEY PURC-.e
BRING THIS ADiff

ITALIAN FOOD
DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS
Featuring
HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
Corn* as you are.
Week Days $1.40
Sundays & Holidays $1.65
Pri.ate Banquet Room

HOT FOOD
TO TAKE OUT
Ravioli, qt. 75c
Spaghetti, ce. 65c
A quart of each feeds six.

THE ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
op.n II:30 A.M.-9 P.M.
175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.
Downstairs

New Assemblyman
Is Ex -Spartan

Charles
S.
Gubser,
newlyelected Assemblyman for the 29th
District (Gilroy), received a twoyear, Associate of Arts diploma
at San Joao State college in 1934.
Gubser- defeated his opponent
by a count of 20,686 to 18,588
-----0141-1h-% 1Oflh1esteA race.
kb is a .graduate of Gilroy High
school.

I

hopes

"Last year we had
for Hope," John Wayland, senior class president
of California, told the Spartan senior class council

Starting a’ program of triter.:,
collegiate cooperation,
sity of California senior elan*
officers visited San Jose State’s
student Union to discuss mutual
problems and affairs with the
senior class of San Jose State.
Reading, left to right In the
picture, are Mari1yn4 Rowley,
senior class secretao: Ed Gasper, president; Bob Rojka, senior class treasurer: Mr. Milton
Lantin, senior class atl% isrr;
John Vlaylantl, California senior class president; Carolyn
Robinson, committee member
from estiforniu; Ray Lloyd,
member of the California delegation; and Bob Madsen, San
Jose State vice president.
Photo by Zimmerman,

CY

4-5045

A Food Fact!
The chow at the.
Brrºt14us.ihtops
in any League.

YOUNG

TURKEYS
pa:D
39c
We Will Store
FREE OF CHARGE
Until Thanksgiving

hadiserl*Akkahe
Wks wet le am
Wits at Ian cast.

Beat C.O.P.!

The Sante! /Mae
131 West Santa Clara

asiosanassra

WESTERN
6111111 OF TN SPAS BOO"
JUST 11/2

COLD STORAGE
$um
41 110171 11111711

BLOCKS FROM THE CAMPUS

